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An eight-year-old boy presented to the emergency department for a first-time seizure. The patient
had only signs of mild dehydration on physical exam and had an uneventful postictal recovery. Firsttime seizures in pediatric patients are often benign and require only an outpatient workup; some are
dangerous. This case takes the reader through the differential diagnosis and systematic work-up of
new-onset pediatric seizures, leading to an unanticipated diagnosis. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med.
2019;3(2):89-94.]

CASE PRESENTATION
An eight-year-old African-American male was brought to
the emergency department (ED) by ambulance after a first-time,
witnessed seizure at home. The patient arrived approximately
15 minutes after the seizure and was somnolent but arousable
and confused, consistent with a postictal state. The remainder of
the history was taken from the patient’s mother, who was at his
bedside. She stated that the patient had been feeling unwell for
the past two to three days. He had been complaining of upper
respiratory infection symptoms, including cough and nasal
congestion. The mother stated she heard a “thud” upstairs and
ran up to find her son on the floor shaking and incontinent of his
bladder and bowels. The shaking lasted about one to two minutes.
She reported that her son had a decreased appetite recently, but
even when well he was a very picky eater with a very limited
diet. He had only eaten French fries since becoming sick. The
patient’s mother had been encouraging oral hydration with
Gatorade and Pedialyte.
The patient had no significant past medical history. He had
never had surgery or other hospitalizations. He had an allergy
to amoxicillin which resulted in hives. He saw a pediatrician
regularly and was up to date on vaccines. He did not take
medications on a daily basis. There was a family history of
hypertension but no family history of seizure disorders. They
lived in a home, and mother stated they felt safe at home. No one
else in the home had been ill.
Vital signs included an oral temperature of 38o Celsius, a
heart rate of 108 beats per minute, blood pressure of 111/70
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

millimeters of mercury, breathing at a rate of 26 breaths per
minute, and oxygenating 97% on room air. On initial physical
exam, patient appeared drowsy, but overall was well developed,
with a body mass index of 19 kg/m2, and in no acute distress. His
head was normocepahlic and atraumatic. Extraocular movements
were intact, pupils were three millimeters and equal, round, and
reactive to light. His tympanic membranes were normal and nose
was normal. He had dry mucous membranes and his oropharynx
was clear without exudate or erythema. His neck was supple and
without lymphadenopathy. His lungs were clear to auscultation
bilaterally, with good air movement. There were no wheezes,
rales, or rhonchi. Auscultation of the patient’s heart revealed
a normal rate and regular rhythm without murmurs, rubs, or
gallops. Abdomen was soft, non-tender, and non-distended with
normal bowel sounds. The extremities had no edema, 2+ distal
pulses, no tenderness, and no deformity with normal range of
motion. Neurological exam revealed that he was easily arousable
without cranial nerve deficits, normal strength, normal sensation,
normal coordination, and normal gait. His skin was warm and
dry, without rashes, pallor, or jaundice. He had a capillary refill of
three to five seconds in all extremities.
After approximately 30 minutes in the ED, the patient’s
mother reported that her son seemed to be more alert, interactive,
and conversive, and was back to his baseline mentation.
Labs, electrocardiogram (ECG), and chest radiograph
were obtained in the ED. Laboratory results are shown in the
table. ECG and chest radiograph can be seen in Images 1 and
2, respectively.
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While in the ED, a test was ordered, and a diagnosis
was made.

Table. Laboratory results for an eight-year-old boy with a newonset seizure.
Labratory Test

Value

CASE DISCUSSION
When I first read this case, it was unclear to me why it
was a diagnostic dilemma. This is a case of an eight-yearold boy presenting with a seizure. What am I missing?
There must be more to this than meets the eye.
He presented after a witnessed seizure at home,
accompanied by incontinence, and followed by a postictal
period. The seizure was preceded by upper respiratory
infection symptoms and decreased oral intake. His
physical exam is significant for signs of dehydration,
such as tachycardia, dry mucous membranes, delayed
capillary refill and tachypnea. His neurological exam is
consistent with the described postictal period (drowsy and
easily arousable), with intact cranial nerves, power, and
sensation. He returned to his baseline mental status within
approximately 30 minutes of arrival, which is what would
be expected.
While all these descriptors of the incident make it typical
for a first-time seizure, an alternative explanation for “seizurelike” activity should also be considered. Most importantly,
the clinician must consider arrhythmias. The ECG provided
reveals sinus tachycardia with no evidence of arrhythmia or an
arrhythmogenic disorder such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
or Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome. Arrhythmia, therefore, is
less likely to be the etiology.

Complete blood cell count
White blood cells

5.3 K/mcl

Hemoglobin

12.9 g/dL

Hematocrit
Platelets

39.3%
199 K/mcl

Serum chemistry
Sodium

142 mmol/L

Potassium

3.9 mmol/L

Chloride

106 mmol/L

Bicarbonate
Blood urea nitrogen
Creatinine

21 mmol/L
4 mg/dL
0.33 mg/dL

Glucose

95 mg/dL

Magnesium

1.6 mg/dL

Phosphorus

3.9 mg/dL

Calcium

5.1 mg/dL

Albumin

3.9 g/dL

Lactate

0.7 mmol/L

Thyroid stimulating hormone

0.26 mIU/L

K/mcl, thousands per microliter; g/dL, grams per deciliter; mmol/L,
millimoles per liter; mg/dL, milligrams per deciliter; mIU/L, milliinternational units per liter.

Image 1. Electrocardiogram of eight-year-old boy with new-onset seizure.
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infectious, toxic and metabolic causes of the seizure must be
looked at more closely.
Infectious
Here I have to consider meningitis/encephalitis, febrile
seizures and a brain abscess. Although the patient has infectious
symptoms, he does not have features suggestive of a more
serious infection, such as neck stiffness, headache, vomiting,
rash, or persistent altered mental status (AMS). I cannot exclude
meningitis/encephalitis, but I will place them low on my
differential diagnosis. Febrile seizures are excluded by the lack of
fever on presentation as well as the child’s age, which is outside
the typical range for febrile seizures (three months to three years).
An intracranial abscess could be considered if the patient were
immunocompromised or had fever or focal neurological deficit.
The patient is afebrile without focal neurological deficit and, as
far as is known, is immunocompetent. An intracranial abscess
is therefore excluded. The only diagnosis that remains from this
category is meningitis/encephalitis.

Image 2. Chest radiograph of eight-year-old boy with newonset seizure.

Toxic
Here I have to consider several agents that can cause
seizures, whether accidentally administered in large doses
by the parent, or accidentally (or intentionally) ingested by
the child. Many over-the-counter (OTC) cold medications
contain anticholinergics, which in toxic quantities can cause
seizures. Although some elements of the current presentation
are consistent with an anticholinergic overdose, such as the
AMS, tachycardia and dry mucous membranes, others are not,
including the patient’s pupillary exam. The patient’s mother
did not report any OTC medication use; however, children
can surreptitiously ingest medications that are present at home
and were inadvertently omitted from the initial history-taking,
leaving anticholinergic overdose as a tempting explanation for
the seizure. Other toxins that induce seizures include lithium,
isoniazid and tricyclic antidepressants, which the child is not
reported to have access to. Furthermore, there were no signs of
tricyclic toxicity on the ECG, such as a rightward axis, wide QRS
or terminal R wave in aVR. Finally, alcohol and benzodiazepine
withdrawal can cause seizures, although these would present
along with tachycardia, tremors, hypertension, diaphoresis,
tongue fasciculations, and AMS. Outside of the mild tachycardia,
none of these other signs are present. Neither is there past medical
or social history suggesting regular ingestion of benzodiazepines
or alcohol, effectively excluding these culprits as well. Other than
anticholinergic overdose, toxin-induced seizures are off my list.

In an attempt to understand what about this seizure
makes it different, I went through my differential diagnosis
for provoked seizures:
• Structural lesions
• Trauma
• Vascular
• Infection
• Toxic
• Metabolic
• Hypertensive
• Heat stroke
• Pregnancy (eclampsia)
The last three entities on this list (hypertensive
encephalopathy, heat stroke and pregnancy) can be
excluded right away, given the normal blood pressure,
temperature and male gender.
A structural lesion, such as a tumor, is unlikely in the
absence of signs of increased intracranial pressure or a focal
neurological deficit. Less emergent lesions, such as congenital
anomalies, can be safely addressed with an outpatient magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), excluding this entity from the
differential. Trauma is unlikely to be the cause, as there is no
reported trauma and no signs of head trauma on the patient’s
examination. A vascular catastrophe, such as an intracranial
hemorrhage, would be accompanied by a headache, vomiting,
and/or neurological findings, all of which are absent in this case.
This, too, is therefore excluded. The remaining possibilities of

Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

Metabolic
Several metabolic derangements can lead to seizures,
including sodium abnormalities (hyper- or hyponatremia),
glucose abnormalities (hyper- or hypoglycemia), hypocalcemia,
hypomagnesemia, or every emergency physician’s least favorite
diagnosis to navigate in a child: inborn error of metabolism
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(IEM). The answer may be as simple as obtaining an electrolyte
panel, which should include magnesium and calcium. As for
IEM, the child’s age and lack of other medical history makes it
much less likely. Combined with a lack of acidosis as evidenced
by a normal serum bicarbonate level (21 millimoles per liter
[mmol/L]) and normal lactate (0.7 mmol/L), and a normal
glucose level, IEM is virtually excluded. Serum levels of sodium,
glucose, and magnesium are all within normal limits. The
calcium level, on the other hand, is 5.1 milligrams per deciliter
(mg/dL), with a normal range of 8.5 – 10.2 mg/dL. Could it really
be this low, or is it a lab error?
Additionally, I noted that the patient did not receive
any neuroimaging. Although it is tempting to think that
neuroimaging would reveal the etiology of his seizures, in
truth, very rarely does neuroimaging of a pediatric patient with
a first-time, non-febrile seizure affect the management of the
patient.1 My differential diagnosis is, therefore, unaffected by
the absence of a computed tomography.
In review, my working differential diagnosis includes
meningitis/encephalitis, anticholinergic overdose, and
hypocalcemia. Taking another look at the ECG, the QTc
is prolonged, which is consistent with hypocalcemia or
an anticholinergic overdose. The patient’s serum albumin
level is 3.9 grams per deciliter, which is normal. Using the
formula – corrected calcium = [0.8 x (normal albumin –
patient’s albumin)] + serum calcium level – the patient’s
corrected calcium level is 5.2 mg/dL, which is still very low.
The corrected calcium level and the patient’s ECG suggest
that his hypocalcemia is likely the culprit for the seizure.
In addition, given that the question that ends the case is “a
test was ordered, and a diagnosis was made,” and knowing
that anticholinergic levels are not an accessible test from the
ED, the diagnosis of anticholinergic overdose is excluded. I
believe the diagnostic test of choice in this patient case is an
ionized calcium level. However, what was the primary cause
of the patient’s hypocalcemia?
Hypocalcemia in children can be caused by
hypoparathyroidism, low vitamin D levels (due to intake or
synthesis), as a side effect of a medication/toxin, or secondary
to another abnormality (alkalosis or hypomagnesemia) or a
severe illness (such as pancreatitis or sepsis). The last three
entities can be easily excluded, as the child is not on any
daily medications, his serum bicarbonate and magnesium are
normal, and he does not appear toxic. Hypoparathyroidism
can be due to a genetic disorder or secondary to a thyroid
surgery. It is unlikely that this is a first presentation of a
genetic disorder at the age of eight, and the child has not had
any surgeries. This leaves low vitamin D levels as a possible
culprit for the hypocalcemia, whether due to decreased
dietary intake, decreased absorption, or inadequate exposure
to sunlight. Looking back over the case details, the mother
did mention that the patient is a picky eater, making a dietary
cause for the hypocalcemia most likely.
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A

B
Image 3. Radiograph of bilateral wrists (A) and knees (B) of an
eight-year-old boy with new-onset seizure. Arrows denote areas of
poor bone mineralization.

CASE OUTCOME
The first thought once the labs started to result was that
the calcium value must be wrong. A repeat calcium and an
ionized calcium level were obtained, which were 5.0 mg/
dL (range 8.8-10.8 mg/dL) and 0.77 mg/dL (range 1.15-1.29
mmol/L). This confirmed hypocalcemia without any other
obvious electrolyte abnormalities, concluding that the patient
had suffered a hypocalcemic seizure. This is consistent with the
ECG, which showed QTc prolongation of 456 milliseconds,
a common complication of hypocalcemia. The patient was
given intravenous calcium gluconate in the ED. Endocrinology
was consulted and they recommended obtaining radiographs
of the wrists and knees (Image 3). These showed degradation
and demineralization at the distal metaphases, revealing the
diagnosis of rickets. Further investigation and conversation with
the patient’s mother regarding her child’s picky eating habits
revealed that her son only eats chicken nuggets and French
fries, even when feeling well.
The patient was admitted to the pediatric hospitalist team.
Inpatient workup included obtaining a parathyroid hormone
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(PTH) level and vitamin D studies. The results of those studies
were vitamin D 25-hydroxy of <4 nanograms (ng)/mL) (range
20-80 ng/mL), vitamin D 1,25-hydroxy of 10.5 ng/mL (range
19.9-79.3 ng/mL), and parathyroid hormone (PTH) of 636
picograms (pg)/mL) (range 8-54 pg/mL), proving that the
etiology of the rickets was secondary to a vitamin D nutritional
deficiency. The patient was started on aggressive calcium and
vitamin D replacement. At six-month follow-up, repeat laboratory
studies showed some improvement with a calcium of 8.5 mg/dL;
however, vitamin D 25 hydroxy was still low at 4.2ng/mL.

Black or dark-skinned patients.5,7,8
Vitamin D plays an integral role in the regulation of
intracellular and extracellular calcium concentrations within
the human body. Vitamin D is either absorbed through
photochemical synthesis of sunlight and ultraviolet light through
the skin or by dietary consumption. Specifically, vitamin D3
(cholecalciferol) is absorbed in the skin by 7-dehydrocholesterol.
However, in darkly pigmented children, melanin competes
with 7-dehydrocholesterol resulting in poor uptake of
cholecalciferol.3,7 Vitamin D2 is consumed by diet. Both forms are
ultimately converted by the liver and kidney into the functional
form of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (calcitriol). Calcitriol functions
with PTH to help balance concentrations of calcium in the
serum. Calcitriol stimulates absorption of calcium by the gut or
mobilizes calcium and phosphorus from the bone to maintain
normal serum calcium levels.
Rickets has been classically defined by the obvious physical
exam findings of frontal bossing (protrusion and widening of
the forehead), bowed long bones, short stature, and rachitic
rosary (beading of the costochondral junctions of the ribs).
These, however, are late signs of rickets and uncommonly seen
in the U.S or other developed countries. The literature more
commonly documents cases with new-onset seizure, severe
muscle spasms and tetany, cardiac arrhythmias, and new bone
fractures.6,7,9 ED work-up for these presentations may reveal low
serum concentration of calcium; however, diagnosis of rickets is
ultimately made by radiographs of long bones showing cupping,
fraying and demineralization at the metaphysis.2 The etiology
of the rickets requires further work up. Nutritional rickets is
specifically diagnosed from lab work showing low serum levels
of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (calcidiol)7. The patient described in this
case was noted to have a calcidiol level of <4 ng/mL (range 20-80
ng/mL), confirming vitamin D-deficient nutritional rickets.
Treatment includes giving intravenous (IV) calcium
gluconate for patients presenting with symptomatic
hypocalcemia, including seizures, or those with notable
ECG changes. For those who present with new-onset
seizure or hypocalcemia seizures, there is no evidence
for using antiepileptic drugs for seizure prevention. Most
articles discuss treatment of the underlying condition and
providing vitamin D and calcium supplementation. IV
calcium gluconate should be dosed at 100-200 mg/kg/
dose with a maximum dose of 1-2 grams. Aggressive oral
supplementation should be initiated as well. Vitamin D
treatment should be 50,000 IU/L weekly or 2000 IU daily,
with a calcium-rich diet.6,9

RESIDENT DISCUSSION
Rickets is defined as a disease resulting from the failure to
mineralize newly formed osteoid at the growth plates of long
bones, causing an abundance of unossified cartilage.2,3 Rickets is
specifically a pediatric disease and can only occur prior to fusion
of the epiphyses of bones. After this time, the demineralization of
bone results in osteomalacia in adults.
The presence of rickets in the literature has been
documented as early as the 17th century by scientists Whistler
and Glisson.2,4 Since then, there has been an abundance of
literature documenting the role of vitamin D in the absorption
and utilization of calcium through various organ systems
within the human body. Public health efforts across the globe
have included fortifying food with vitamin D; however, rickets
remains prevalent, even in industrialized countries. The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that approximately
five in 1,000,000 children between the ages of six months and
five years in the U.S. has rickets.3 Rickets can be caused by renal,
gastrointestinal, hepatic, or metabolic disease that prevent vitamin
D absorption and metabolism. However, nutritional vitamin D
deficiency is the leading cause of rickets globally.
The clinical symptoms of rickets tend to present in
a bimodal fashion, with the majority of cases presenting
during infancy, followed by a small resurgence during
adolescence. This is thought to be associated with time
periods of high bone turnover during normal growth and
puberty.2 During infancy, nutritional rickets is primarily
caused by exclusive breastfeeding without formula or
vitamin supplementation. It is thought that the increase
in rickets cases documented in the U.S. is most likely
secondary to the increase in popularity of breastfeeding
over formula feeding. Breast milk only contains
approximately 15-50 international units (IU)/L of vitamin
D, which is well below the daily recommended requirement
of 200-600 IU/L.5,6
During adolescence, the cause of nutritional rickets
is primarily the combination of poor sun exposure and
dark pigmented skin. An overwhelming number of articles
highlight that the majority of documented cases of rickets
occurs in Black and dark-skinned children. Review articles
reporting on the prevalence of rickets in the U.S. and
Canada consistently report that 83% to 91% of cases are in
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FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Nutritional vitamin D deficiency (rickets).
KEY TEACHING POINTS
1. Hypocalcemic seizures, tetany, and cardiac arrhythmias
are common and concerning ED presentations of rickets.
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2. Initial treatment, if presenting with concerning
symptoms, is IV calcium gluconate.
3. Diagnosis can be made in the ED by radiographs of the
long bones.
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Most cases of acquired methemoglobinemia result from exposure to certain drugs or toxins. One
of the more common and well-described causes in the literature is exposure to topical benzocaine
during medical procedures. We present a case series of acute acquired methemoglobinemia
from a food source that has not been previously described in the literature: a dessert. Three
patients, ages 5, 33, and 86 years, were brought to our emergency department by ambulance
after becoming extremely ill from ingesting a dessert containing nitre powder at a family gathering.
They all presented with hypotension, cyanosis, and hypoxia that was not responsive to oxygen
administration. The adult patients had major improvement of symptoms after a single dose of
methylene blue. In contrast, the 5-year-old child who had the worst symptoms minimally improved
with administration of two doses of methylene blue requiring intensive care admission and transfer to
a tertiary care center. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):95-99.]

INTRODUCTION
Methemoglobinemia, which can be congenital
or acquired, occurs when there is an elevated level of
methemoglobin circulating in the blood. Methemoglobin is an
oxidized form of hemoglobin;1 it is produced when the iron in
the hemoglobin molecule is in the ferric instead of the ferrous
state. Methemoglobin, unlike its counterpart oxyhemoglobin,
cannot carry oxygen or carbon dioxide and therefore leads
to a state of hypoxia. Clinical manifestations include altered
mental status, cyanosis, acidosis, impaired aerobic respiration,
and in severe cases, coma and death.2 We report our
experience with three patients who presented to the emergency
department (ED) with acquired methemoglobinemia after
ingestion of a dessert at a family gathering. We will discuss
diagnosis and management for methemoglobin toxicity.

CASE 1
A 5-year-old female who fell ill after eating dessert at a
party presented to our ED via ambulance. The parents reported
that the child had two large servings of cake and subsequently
developed vomiting, loose stools, and syncope. They noted her
to be “blue” (Image 1); 911 was called, and she was brought
by ambulance to the hospital. During our encounter, the
patient was very quiet and did not report any complaints. Vital
signs upon arrival to the ED showed blood pressure 75/47
millimeters of mercury (mmHg), pulse oximetry 77% on 12
liters non-rebreather mask, respiratory rate 30 breaths per
minute, and heart rate of 117 beats per minute. Her physical
exam was significant for cyanosis, clear lungs to auscultation,
and tachycardia on cardiovascular examination. The diagnosis
of methemoglobinemia was quickly suspected given the
clinical presentation of sudden onset cyanosis not improving
with oxygen administration as well as low pulse oximetry.
Methemoglobinemia workup was initiated; upon
collection, blood appeared very dark in the laboratory tubes.
Co-oximetry confirmed an elevated methemoglobin level at
52%, venous blood gas showed a partial pressure of oxygen
(pO2) of 178 mmHg, and lactic acid was 3.3 millimoles
per liter (mmol/L). Blood pressure improved after two 20

CASE SERIES
Three patients, ages 5, 33 and 86 years, presented to the
ED after becoming acutely ill at a family gathering. All three
members ingested a pandan honeycomb cake, which contained
“nitre powder” used as a thickening agent. While all three patients
had significant symptoms, here we present in detail the case of
the 5-year-old child who had the most profound symptoms.
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019
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milliliters per kilogram (mL/kg) boluses of normal saline,
but patient continued to have tachycardia and cyanosis.
We administered one milligram per kilogram (mg/kg) of
methylene blue intravenously over five minutes. When we
re-checked her methemoglobin level at 30 minutes after
methylene infusion, it was 38.6%; pulse oximetry remained in
the 70%-80% range. The patient continued to appear cyanotic
despite administration of the first dose of methylene blue;
therefore, we administered the second dose of one mg/kg of
methylene blue. While the patient had some improvement, she
continued to be cyanotic throughout her course in the ED.
Due to a persistently elevated methemoglobin level,
continued cyanosis, tachycardia, and signs of hypoxia
(Table), despite the second dose of methylene blue, the
decision was made to admit the child to a tertiary care center.
She was transferred to the facility 60 minutes away by the
tertiary care center’s critical care ground transport team,
which included a pediatric intensive care nurse and pediatric
respiratory therapist, as well as two paramedics. Upon arrival,
her methemoglobin level was 6.7% and lactate level was
normal; supplemental oxygen was removed and remained
off overnight. She tolerated oral intake and was discharged
home the next day. No additional methemoglobin level was
obtained.

CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
In methemoglobinemia, high levels of
methemoglobin circulate in the blood; if
untreated, it can lead to death. Symptoms
include cyanosis, tachycardia, shortness of
breath, and lethargy.
What makes this presentation of disease
reportable?
We represent a case series of acute acquired
methemoglobinemia from a food source that
has not been previously described in the
literature: a dessert.
What is the major learning point?
Methemoglobinemia can be fatal. Prompt
administration of methylene blue should be
the first line treatment; ascorbic acid can be
used as an adjuvant.
How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
Methemoglobinemia diagnosis requires
high index of suspicion thorough history
and physical exam. Prompt identification of
patients is paramount to minimize morbidity
and mortality.

CASE 2
A 33-year-old female with no significant past medical
history presented to our ED from the same party after ingesting
the same dessert. She reported feeling short of breath and had
vomiting, loose stool, and a near-syncope event. She had no
chronic conditions, took no medications on a daily basis, and
had no allergies. Upon arrival, she appeared in mild distress and
slightly anxious. Vital signs in the ED showed blood pressure
99/75 mmHg, pulse oximetry 81% on six liters nasal cannula,
a respiratory rate of 16 breaths per minute, and heart rate of
87 beats per minute. Except for cyanosis on physical exam,
the patient appeared in no acute distress. She had clear lungs,
normal cardiovascular exam and an unremarkable abdominal
exam. She had a methemoglobin level of 17.2%. After she was
treated with one mg/kg methylene blue, vital signs normalized,
and repeat methemoglobin level three hours after methylene
blue infusion was 1.2%. She was discharged from the hospital
after several hours of observation.

hypotensive with systolic blood pressure 80 mmHg. On arrival
to the ED, she was awake, alert and ill-appearing with the
following vital signs: pulse oximetry 85% on non-rebreather
mask, respiratory rate 25 breaths per minutes, pulse rate 98
beats per minutes, and blood pressure 115/72 mmHg after one
liter normal saline bolus. Her physical exam was significant
for severe cyanosis, tachypnea, clear lungs to auscultation,
and tachycardia on cardiovascular examination. Given the
concurrent presentation with the other two patients from the
same party, we treated the patient with one dose of methylene
blue prior to obtaining initial methemoglobin levels.
Her vital signs stabilized on reevaluation after 30 minutes
of methylene blue administration. She reported complete
resolution of symptoms including chest pain, shortness of
breath, and headache. Her pulse oximetry improved to 92%
on room air. Her comprehensive metabolic panel results were
within normal limits except for a slight elevation of creatinine

CASE 3
An 86-year-old female with a past medical history of
hypertension and dyslipidemia was brought to our ED by
ambulance from the same family gathering after ingesting
the same honeycomb cake. She complained of feeling unwell
with lightheadedness, headache, recurrent vomiting, shortness
of breath, and chest pain followed by a syncopal episode.
Paramedics reported that the patient was cyanotic with
pulse oximetry 70% on 12 liters non-rebreather mask and
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Image 1. Five-year-old patient’s severely cyanotic hand and feet.

Table. Laboratory data and vital signs pre- and post-treatment with methylene blue.
Venous blood gas (100% FiO2)
pCO2 (mmHg)

Pretreatment

30 Minutes post treatment

Reference range

34.4

39.2

pO2(mmHg)

178.0

41.4

HCO3(mmol/L)

*21.9

*19.4

22.0-26.0

pH

7.382

*7.317

7.320-7.420

0.1

0.4

*52.0

*38.6

Lactic acid (mmol/L)

*3.3

Not obtained

0.4-2.0

Red blood cells 109

3.82

Not obtained

3.7-5.30

Hemoglobin (g/dL)

10.9

Not obtained

11.0-14.0

Hematocrit(%)

Carboxyhemoglobin (%)
Methemoglobin (%)

41.0-51.0

<2

32.8

Not obtained

33.0-42.0

Pulse rate (beats per minute)

117

*129

90-120

Respiratory rate (breaths per minute)

*30

26

20-28

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

*75

91

89-112

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

47

*40

46-72

SpO2 on 100% supplemental oxygen (%)
*77
*82
> 90
pCO2, carbon dioxide partial pressure; pO2, oxygen partial pressure; HCO3, bicarbonate; mmHg, millimeters of mercury; mmol/L, millimoles
per liter; g/dL, grams per deciliter; SpO2, saturation of peripheral oxygen; FiO2, fraction of inspired oxygen.
*Abnormal findings.

from her baseline. Troponin I levels were negative. Initial
methemoglobin levels pretreatment were unknown, but levels
obtained at 30 minutes and 10 hours after methylene blue
administration were 6.7% and 0.7%, respectively. The patient
was admitted to telemetry for further observation, but once
there she became hypotensive with blood pressure 90/50 mmHg
despite administration of two additional liters of normal saline.
She was then transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU) for
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monitoring. She remained asymptomatic on room air with
resolution of hypotension after receiving intravenous fluids at
100 mL per hour in the ICU overnight and was downgraded
back to telemetry in the morning. She had a full recovery and
was discharged home the following day.
DISCUSSION
Methemoglobinemia can be congenital or acquired. There
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are four types of congenital methemoglobinemia.3 Type I (the
most common) is cytochrome b5 reductase deficiency in the red
blood cells, leading to mild cyanosis, headaches, and fatigue. In
type II there is a global deficiency of cytochrome b5 reductase,
and patients have severe symptoms as well as neurologic
deficits.3-5 Type III is no longer considered an entity of its own as
it presents like type I; type IV has only been described once.4,6,7
Acquired methemoglobinemia can occur from a myriad
of causes; medications and oxidation stress by illness
have all been described in the literature. Some xenobiotics
are commonly identified as culprits in cases of acquired
methemoglobin. These agents include dapsone, lidocaine,
nitrates, and sulfa-containing drugs.8-11
Acquired methemoglobinemia presents with multiple
symptoms secondary to a lack of oxygen delivery to tissues.
These symptoms include cyanosis, tachycardia, shortness of
breath and lethargy as we saw in our cases. As the patient’s
methemoglobin level increases, he or she will develop
changes in mental status and increased respiratory rate, and
potentially coma, seizures, and even death.12,13
It is typically only after the methemoglobin level exceeds
10% of total hemoglobin that patients will become cyanotic.
Levels greater than 30-40% are considered life-threatening,
similar to what we found in our 5-year-old patient, and are
associated with severe symptoms and profound hypoxia.
Levels greater than 70% are often fatal.1,13-16
Methemoglobinemia should be suspected in all patients
with sudden onset of cyanosis that does not improve with the
administration of oxygen or after ingestion or administration
of a potential oxidative agent. It should also be suspected
in patients who are clinically cyanotic but have a normal
arterial pO2. An additional clue in our 5-year-old patient that
helped us diagnose methemoglobin toxicity was discoloration
of the blood sample observed during phlebotomy. Blood
with an elevated methemoglobin level has been described
as chocolate, brownish-blue, or dark red in color.12 Once
suspected, a methemoglobin level should be obtained. It is
important not to follow pulse oximetry on these patients as the
value is often inaccurate.2
Once identified, methemoglobinemia should be treated
aggressively, especially if methemoglobin levels are greater
than 20% or if the patient is symptomatic.1 There are two main
treatments available: methylene blue and ascorbic acid.17 In
patients with acute acquired methemoglobinemia who are
symptomatic or have methemoglobin levels > 20 a single dose
of one to two mg/kg of methylene blue should be given over five
minutes, within 10-60 minutes of symptom onset. The response
is typically very quick and a second dose is rarely required
except in severe cases.18 In severe methemoglobinemia, patients
should be managed in an ICU setting for close monitoring and
stabilization of their airway, breathing, and circulation. If a
patient has a methemoglobin level < 20 % and is asymptomatic,
no therapy is recommended and close observation is reasonable.
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Alternatively, ascorbic acid may be used to treat acquired
methemoglobinemia, especially in those patients with glucose-6phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency (G6PD) where methylene
blue is contraindicated, or, if methylene blue is not available.
Therapeutic doses of methylene blue may lead to severe
hemolysis of erythrocytes especially in patients with G6PD; if
ascorbic acid is used, multiple doses are often required over 24
hours or more.17,19,20
Upon further investigation with the family we discovered
that the dessert had “nitre powder,” which had been used as
a thickening agent. “Nitre powder” is actually sodium nitrate
(Image 2), a crystalline powder used for curing meats and
preserving their color. The United States Food and Drug
Administration allows its use for curing meats.21 In our literature
review of acquired methemoglobinemia, we found cases of
nitrate ingestions from ingesting cured meats at home22 and in
intentional ingestions,15 but no cases related to ingesting a dessert.
Obtaining a thorough medical history and physical exam was
paramount in obtaining a diagnosis for these three patients. These
cases were reported to the Department of Public Health since the
product had been recently purchased at a local market despite it
having been recalled years prior due to safety concerns.
CONCLUSION
Methemoglobinemia should be suspected in all patients
with sudden onset of cyanosis that does not improve with the
administration of oxygen. Prompt administration of methylene
blue should be the first-line treatment. Ascorbic acid can be
used as adjuvant therapy when there is a contraindication to
methylene blue, or when methylene blue is not available.

Image 2. Package of nitre powder purchased from a local
supermarket.
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Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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We report a case of anterior loculated pericardial effusion misinterpreted on point-of-care ultrasound as a
dilated right ventricle, and suggesting diagnosis of pulmonary embolism (PE), in a patient with renal failure. The
compressed right ventricle from tamponade physiology appeared to be a thickened intraventricular septum.
Heparin was given empirically for presumed PE. Later the same day, computed tomography of the chest
showed the effusion, as did formal echocardiogram. The patient had drainage of 630 milliliters of fluid and
recovered from tamponade. Loculated effusions comprise 15% of all pericardial effusions, and misdiagnosis of
PE with heparin therapy could be fatal. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):100-102.]

INTRODUCTION
Pericardial effusion is abnormal fluid in the pericardial sac.
Increased pressure impairs diastolic filling and hence cardiac
output, progressing to cardiac tamponade.1 Pericardial effusion
clinically manifests as chest pain or pressure, weakness, near
syncope and shortness of breath. Causes include pericarditis,
infection, retrograde aortic dissection, post-myocardial
infarction free wall rupture, renal failure, malignancy, and
trauma. Loculated effusions are more common when scarring
has supervened (e.g., postsurgical, post-trauma, post-purulent
pericarditis),2 and comprise 15% of effusions.3
Point-of-care ultrasound (POCUS) is typically readily
diagnostic of pericardial effusion. The fluid appears anechoic,
typically circumferential around the heart.1,2 Smaller effusions
appear as a thin stripe, visible only posteriorly with gravity.
The right side of the heart is most susceptible to compression
by fluid since it is low pressure. Diastolic collapse of the right
ventricle and right atrium defines tamponade physiology. A
loculated anterior effusion has potential to cause tamponade.
Although loculated pericardial effusion has been recently
reported, POCUS simulating right heart strain and pulmonary
embolism (PE) has not. 4
CASE REPORT
A 46-year-old Asian man with history of hypertension, endstage renal disease on dialysis, thrombotic stroke, and chronic
Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

tobacco use presented to the emergency department (ED) with
chief complaint of weakness, lightheadedness, and shortness of
breath for two days. He had dialysis one day before, but did not
feel better. He developed central chest pain at rest four to five
hours prior to arrival, which was worse with deep inspiration. He
was seen at an outside hospital and was told he had a pericardial
effusion. He was then sent to our ED for higher level of care.
On arrival, blood pressure was 124/89 millimeters of
mercury (mmHg), heart rate 120 beats per minute, respiratory
rate 18 per minute, oral temperature 37.4o centigrade and oxygen
saturation 93% on room air. His body mass index was 23 kg/
m2. His physical exam was notable for warm and dry skin,
normal mentation, hyperdynamic precordium, normal S1 and
S2, and no audible murmur, rub or gallop. There was jugular
venous distention while sitting up at 90 degrees, but this was
not specifically measured. There were no rales of pulmonary
congestion and he had no leg edema or complaints of pain.
POCUS did not reveal circumferential or dependent effusion
or tamponade physiology. The bedside image was interpreted
as an enlarged right ventricle (RV), nearly twice the transverse
dimension of the left ventricle, with a thickened intraventricular
septum, suspicious for right heart strain (Video).
The patient had laboratory studies, electrocardiogram
(Image 1), anterior-posterior portable chest radiograph (Image
2), and computed tomography angiography (CTA) to assess for
PE (Image 3), among other diagnoses. He was given aspirin,
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and unfractionated heparin bolus and drip per cardiology
recommendations pending CTA, which was done upon
admission a few hours after presentation to the ED. He was
admitted to the coronary care unit. The CTA then revealed a
loculated anterior pericardial effusion, and the thickened septum
was determined to be the compressed RV, which had not been
appreciated on POCUS.
His initial troponin was 0.23 nanograms per milliliter (ng/
mL) (normal < .03 ng/mL) in the ED, and rose to 0.26 upon
admission six hours later. This was thought to be due to renal
failure and not acute coronary syndrome per the inpatient
team. The patient had pericardiocentesis of 630 mL sterile
serosanguinous fluid under ultrasound guidance in the cardiac
catheterization lab. Initial intrapericardial pressure was 20
mmHg. The cause of the effusion was ultimately attributed
to uremia. The patient had no history of infection or cardiac
surgery to predispose to loculation. Fortunately, there was no
complication of the unnecessary anticoagulation.
DISCUSSION
Pericardial effusion has traditionally been diagnosed via
POCUS in the ED. Typical circumferential pericardial effusions
are drained percutaneously with a small catheter.3 However,
approximately 15% of the time, effusions become loculated from
adhesions.2 Common causes include scarring after trauma and
purulent pericarditis.2 Identifying loculated effusion is significant,
as surgical pericardiectomy drainage is preferred.4 This report

CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Pericardial effusions are consistently well
and rapidly diagnosed through point-of-care
ultrasound, given standard presentation.
What makes this presentation of disease
reportable?
A loculated pericardial effusion can simulate
an enlarged right ventricle and lead to
misdiagnosis of pulmonary embolism (PE).
What is the major learning point?
Loculated pericardial effusions
comprise 15% of all effusions, with 80%
circumferential and 5% unspecified.
How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
Recognition of this entity can avoid
anticoagulation for PE, which may worsen
effusion and lead to tamponade.

Image 1. Electrocardiogram showing sinus tachycardia rate 111, but no low voltage, electrical alternans or signs of hyperkalemia.
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critical in preventing and treating tamponade. We recommend
POCUS, formal ultrasound or CTA of the chest to evaluate these
two life threats.
CONCLUSION
Pericardial effusions are commonly diagnosed in the ED
through POCUS. If clinical suspicion suggests pericardial
effusion but circumferential fluid is not seen, loculated effusion
should be considered. CTA or formal ultrasound will differentiate
between these two life threats.

Video. Video clip of point-of-care ultrasound.
Image 2. Chest radiograph demonstrating cardiomegaly (arrow)
but no vascular congestion.
Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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Image 3. Computed tomography angiography showing loculated
anterior pericardial effusion (PE), right ventricle (RV), left
ventricle (LV) and intraventricular septum (IVS). There was
a 6.0 x 1.3 cm pericardial fluid collection, which extended
predominantly along the right heart border and superiorly along
the superior pericardial recess. There was severe compression
of the RV and right atrium (RA).
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highlights a pitfall of POCUS, but emphasizes the importance of
the entire clinical presentation.
The patient’s hypoxia, tachycardia, shortness of breath and
chest pain were consistent with the working diagnosis of PE, but
his relatively narrow pulse pressure, enlarged cardiac silhouette
and history of dialysis-dependent renal failure suggested
pericardial effusion. If POCUS is not convincing in a patient
with suspicion for pericardial effusion, CT imaging or formal
echocardiogram should be considered to help differentiate, as
in this case. Early identification of pericardial effusion can be
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A 58-year-old male with no past medical history presented to the emergency department with
sudden onset left lower extremity weakness and central chest pain with radiation to his back.
Electrocardiogram revealed an acute inferior and posterior ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI). Point-of-care ultrasound (POCUS) demonstrated right ventricular akinesis consistent with
infarction, and an intimal defect consistent with an aortic dissection. We determined that cardiothoracic
surgery was indicated rather than left-heart catheterization and anticoagulation. Using POCUS we
were able to immediately diagnose a dissection of the aortic arch and considerably alter treatment in a
patient presenting with STEMI. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):103-106.]

INTRODUCTION
Aortic dissection (AD) is a life-threatening emergency
with a mortality rate of up to 30%.1 Due to either a tear in
the aortic intima or hemorrhage within the media, an AD
occurs when blood separates the intima from the media.2 The
dissection may extend either proximally to involve the aortic
valve and coronary vessels and enter the pericardial space, or
extend distally to involve the abdominal aorta.2 All of these
situations can lead to severe decompensation and death if not
addressed immediately. Presented in this case is a male with
AD recognized via point-of-care-ultrasound (POCUS).
CASE REPORT
A 58-year-old male who denied any past medical history
presented to the emergency department (ED) with left lower
extremity weakness for the prior 30 minutes. He stated that
he had sudden onset paralysis, which prompted him to go
to the ED for evaluation. On further inquiry, the patient also
described having central chest pain radiating to the back that
seemed to coincide with the paralysis. He denied shortness of
breath or any other neurological deficits.
Upon arrival to the ED, the patient was diaphoretic, pale,
and in acute distress. Vitals at the time included a pulse of
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

74 beats per minute, blood pressure of 166/97 millimeters of
mercury in the right upper extremity, respirations of 20 breaths
per minute, oxygen saturation of 97% on room air, and an oral
temperature of 97.9 degrees Fahrenheit. His pertinent physical
exam findings included bilateral diminished radial pulses and
0/5 strength in his left lower extremity. His lungs were clear to
auscultation bilaterally and there was no appreciable murmur.
No chest radiograph (CXR) was obtained.
An electrocardiogram (ECG) was performed (Image
1) that demonstrated an acute inferior and posterior STsegment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), which
prompted activation of a “code STEMI.” However, while
he was still in the ED, we performed a POCUS. Ultrasound
revealed right ventricle akinesis consistent with an acute
MI and a dissection flap of the aortic arch, but was negative
for pericardial effusion or tamponade at that time (Image
2). Based on these ultrasound findings and with cardiology
at bedside, the code was cancelled as it was agreed that
percutaneous coronary intervention should not be performed
and instead cardiothoracic surgery be emergently paged. The
patient was immediately brought to the radiology suite for
an emergent computed tomography angiogram (CTA) of the
chest and abdomen.
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Unfortunately, while on the table prior to imaging
acquisition, the patient became bradycardic, unresponsive,
apneic, and was found to be in pulseless electrical activity
arrest. CTA was aborted and cardiopulmonary resuscitation was
initiated. He was brought to the resuscitation bay where repeat
POCUS demonstrated a large, complex pericardial effusion
with right and left ventricular collapse representing hemorrhagic
tamponade (Image 3). An emergent pericardiocentesis was
performed with ultrasound guidance without success. Given
hemorrhagic tamponade from AD and failed pericardiocentesis,
the resuscitation was deemed to be medically futile and time of
death was called.

CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Aortic dissection is a rare but lifethreatening cause of ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction (STEMI).
What makes this presentation of disease
reportable?
The use of point-of-care ultrasound
(POCUS) to cancel catheterization
laboratory activation based on the diagnosis
of aortic dissection.

DISCUSSION
The incidence of AD in the general population is up to six
cases per 100,000 per year and up to 30 in individuals over 65.2
Common risk factors for this condition include longstanding
arterial hypertension, connective tissue disorders, vascular
inflammatory processes, deceleration trauma, and iatrogenic
origins, with hypertension being the most common.2 There are
two methods to classify AD. The Stanford classification includes
type A and type B where the former involves the ascending aorta
and the latter does not. The DeBakey classification is divided
into three types: I involves the ascending and descending aorta;
II involves only the ascending aorta; and III spares the ascending
aorta and arch.2
The classic symptoms associated with AD vary widely,
complicating diagnosis and treatment plans. In a case-control
study, it was found that the absence of abrupt-onset pain could

What is the major learning point?
POCUS should be used in patients who
present with STEMI to evaluate for other
life-threatening pathology.
How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
If aortic dissection can be readily diagnosed
with ultrasound, the new standard of care for
STEMI patients may be to perform POCUS.

Image 1. Electrocardiogram performed demonstrating inferior ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (dashed arrow) with additional
ST-segment elevation in V1 and aVR (solid arrow) consistent with right coronary artery infarction with right ventricle involvement.
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Image 2. Suprasternal ultrasound visualizing the aortic arch in
transection (white arrow) with a non-contiguous dissection flap at
the 8 and 10 o’clock positions (dashed arrow) representing the
aortic mural defect causing dissection.

Image 3. Subxiphoid cardiac ultrasound demonstrating a
large complex pericardial effusion (solid arrow) with complete
right ventricular (RV) collapse and bowing of the RV free wall
(dashed arrow).

help rule out dissection while the presence of tearing or ripping
pain, hypotension, pulse deficit, neurologic deficits, and new
murmur can help rule in the diagnosis; however, less than 50%
of patients present with classic chest pain.3 Pulse deficits are
present in only 20% of people, and 10-15% of patients deny
pain altogether.1-2 Symptoms may even resemble associated
conditions such as acute MI. Although an AD may extend into the
coronary vessels leading to MI, treatment of a suspected MI with
anticoagulation and antiplatelet therapy is detrimental in AD and
can double mortality.4 One study found that multiple patients with

Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

acute MI induced by AD were incorrectly treated with fibrinolysis
and estimated that the mortality rate of such patients ranged from
69-100%, highlighting the importance of accurate diagnosis of
the underlying cause of a patient’s condition.5
The American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP)
evaluated a study that attempted to generate a standard guideline
for the diagnosis and treatment of these patients. They concluded
that the decision and methods to evaluate for acute AD ought to
be decided by individual clinicians based on their judgment since
it has been reported that AD is only initially suspected in the ED
43% of the time, especially in the absence of chest and abdominal
symptoms.6-7 Diagnosis can be made using several imaging
modalities. ACEP recommends CTA as one of the gold standards
of diagnostic imaging modalities along with echocardiogram and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), but the latter two modalities
are used sparingly due to the lack of trained physicians and
limited availability of these resources.6
The International Registry of Acute Aortic Dissection
reported that echocardiography is used 33%, CT 61%, MRI in
2%, and angiography 4% of the time. As a secondary technique,
echocardiogram was used 56%, CT 18%, MRI 9%, and
angiography 17% of the time. CXR is abnormal in 60-90% of
suspected ADs, but acute dissections can often have normal reads.
ECG is also used but can be normal or very abnormal when an
ascending dissection leads to coronary compromise.2 Although
ultrasound is not as widely used as CTA in the diagnosis of AD,
it has been shown to be an effective tool in the rapid assessment
of patients meeting certain criteria. In one such study, an AD
POCUS protocol was developed that combined transthoracic
and abdominal ultrasound. Pericardial effusion, intimal flap, and
aortic outflow tract diameter data were gathered and successfully
identified AD in 96.4% of patients with 100% sensitivity for
Stanford type A dissections.8
As in this case, when a dissection extends into the coronary
arteries it more commonly affects the right coronary artery and
involves the inferior wall.2 Given the mortality rate, the use of
POCUS as an immediate means to diagnose AD can be lifesaving.1 Treatment for Stanford type A dissections is surgical,
while type B patients are treated medically.2 Type A dissection in
our patient was immediately visualized with ultrasound, which
prevented the use of anticoagulation and antiplatelet therapy and
altered treatment plans to surgical intervention. Although the
patient succumbed to hemorrhagic tamponade, receiving dual
antiplatelet therapy, anticoagulation, and undergoing an emergent
left heart catheterization solely based off his ECG would have
exacerbated his dire situation. Despite our patient’s outcome, the
case we present adds to the evidence that POCUS is an integral
component for management and treatment when evaluating a
patient with chest pain in the ED.
CONCLUSION
POCUS may be useful in the initial evaluation of patients
with suspected aortic dissection. When a dissection extends into
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the coronary arteries leading to MI, overt presenting symptoms
of MI may lead a practitioner to overlook dissection and instead
treat for uncomplicated MI. This case presentation demonstrates
how the use of POCUS allowed for the rapid diagnosis of aortic
dissection. This diagnosis completely altered the treatment
plan of the patient and prevented further interventions such as
fibrinolytic therapy that would have worsened his condition.
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Spinal tuberculosis (STB), also known as tuberculous spondylitis, tuberculous vertebral osteomyelitis,
or Pott’s disease is a rare subset of extrapulmonary tuberculosis. Although rare in developed countries,
STB is an important diagnosis for the emergency physician to consider. We report a case of a 44-yearold African-American male with STB presenting as an acute exacerbation of chronic low back pain
complicated by urinary retention and difficulty ambulating. Our patient had no known predisposing risk
factors for tuberculosis. This patient’s STB was mistakenly diagnosed as nontuberculous vertebral
osteomyelitis. This is not uncommon, as it is often difficult to distinguish the two clinically. This
patient experienced advanced neurologic features at the time of initial presentation, which improved
with surgical decompression. Ultimately, he re-presented to the emergency department 10 days
after hospital discharge with recurrence of symptoms due to inaccurate antimicrobial selection. The
diagnosis may hinge on the astute physician recognizing the characteristic, albeit subtle, imaging
findings of STB. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):107-111.]

INTRODUCTION
Spinal tuberculosis (STB), also known as tuberculous
spondylitis, tuberculous vertebral osteomyelitis, or Pott’s
disease, is a rare subset of extrapulmonary tuberculosis (TB),
which is itself a rare disease in immunocompetent patients. In
the 10-year period from 2002 and 2011 there was an average
of one case of STB per two million persons in the United
States (U.S.).14 Despite ongoing efforts by the World Health
Organization and the United Nations to eradicate TB, 10.4
million new cases were diagnosed worldwide in 2015. The
U.S. alone saw 10,000 new TB cases in 2015, a 20% increase
from 2014. TB remains among the top 10 causes of death
worldwide with a global case fatality rate of 17% in 2015.11
CASE REPORT
A 44-year-old African-American male with a history of
chronic low back pain presented to the emergency department
(ED) having difficulty walking and trouble urinating. He
reported no classic TB risk factors and denied history of
international travel or exposure to high-risk populations. He
also denied a history of intravenous (IV) drug use. Nor did
he report typical preceding symptoms of night sweats, fever,
weight loss, cough, or hemoptysis. Initial vital signs included
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

blood pressure 123/85 millimeters of mercury (mmHg), pulse
127 beats per minute (bpm), respirations 28 per minute, oxygen
saturation 99% on room air, and afebrile at 98.1˚ Fahrenheit (F).
Due to concern for possible cauda equina syndrome, emergent
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the lumbar spine was
done (Image 1). The patient was diagnosed with discitis,
osteomyelitis and ventral epidural abscess at lumbar vertebrae
3 and 4 (L3, L4). Labs revealed leukocyte count 8.6 x109 per
liter (L), hemoglobin 12.4 grams per deciliter (g/dL), platelets
319 x109/L, C-reactive protein (CRP) 1.15 milligrams (mg)/
dL, erythrocyte sedimentation rate 56 millimeters per hour and
lactic acid 0.8 millimoles/L. Urine drug screen, hepatitis panel,
human immunodeficiency virus screen and rapid plasmin reagin
test all returned negative.
He was promptly transferred to a hospital with
neurosurgical capabilities and taken to the operating room
for L3 laminectomy with partial facetectomy and evacuation
of the ventral epidural abscess. Successful decompression of
the L3 and L4 nerve roots was achieved, and abscess fluid
was sent for culture. The patient was admitted and started
on broad-spectrum IV antibiotics. Culture results from the
epidural abscess returned Propionibacterium acnes, while
the pathology report was negative for fungal elements. The
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CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical entity?
Spinal tuberculosis (STB) is a rare disease with a
prevalence of one in two million in the west. With
the rise in TB cases worldwide, STB may become
more common.
What makes this presentation of disease reportable?
This case underscores the importance of expanding
one’s differential diagnosis for spinal epidural
abscess (SEA) even in the immunocompetent host.
What is the major learning point?
STB can be present in an an immunocompetent
host. It should be considered especially if a patient
returns with similar symptoms after effective
treatment of SEA.
How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
Readers should be able to recognize the pearls and
pitfalls of making this diagnosis and the possibility
that STB may exist in an immunocompetent host.

Image 1. Pre-operative sagittal magnetic resonance imaging from
index visit demonstrates bony destruction of third and fourth lumbar
vertebrae. A large epidural abscess extending from first to fourth
lumbar vertebrae (red arrows) projects through third lumbar vertebral
body and compresses the spinal nerve roots (blue arrow). Lumbar
vertebrae 1 (L1), 2 (L2), and 5 (L5).
ED, emergency department.

acid-fast bacilli (AFB) stain was also negative. Antibiotic
coverage was narrowed to ceftriaxone only. After eight days
in the hospital, the patient improved significantly, ambulating
without difficulty, tolerating physical and occupational
therapy. A peripherally inserted central line was placed before
discharge to home, and arrangements were made for weekly
lab monitoring and home IV ceftriaxone therapy. A prednisone
taper was also prescribed for lingering radicular pain.
Ten days after discharge the patient presented once again to
the ED for progressively worsening lumbar and thoracic back
pain, lower extremity weakness and inability to pass a bowel
movement. Initial vital signs were blood pressure 127/90 mmHg,
pulse 102 bpm, respirations 21 per minute, oxygen saturation
98% on room air, and afebrile at 97.9˚ F. A second MRI was
emergently ordered (Images 2 and 3), which demonstrated
interval progression of infectious changes involving L3 and L4
with associated epidural and retroperitoneal spread of infection.
Given the report of upper back pain on this second ED visit the
MRI also imaged the thoracic spine, which identified extensive,
abnormal epidural enhancement throughout the thoracic spinal
canal suggestive of diffuse infection, with focal epidural thoracic
spine abscess formation identified at vertebral levels 4-7.
Chart review revealed a positive QuantiFERON®Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

TB Gold serum test, as well as a culture positive for
Mycobacterium tuberculosis from the initial lumbar epidural
abscess drained during decompressive neurosurgery. Vital signs
were unremarkable with blood pressure 119/72 mmHg, pulse
94 bpm, respirations 18 per minute, oxygen saturation 98%
on room air, and afebrile at 97.9˚ F. Physical examination was
significant only for 4/5 strength to bilateral lower extremities.
Significant lab abnormalities included critically low potassium
2.7 milliequivalents/L, leukocyte count 10.8 x109/L, platelets
370 x109/L and CRP 10.36 mg/dL. The patient was admitted
to a negative-pressure isolation bed and started on rifampin,
isoniazid, pyridoxine, pyrazinamide and ethambutol for TB.
The original neurosurgery team evaluated the patient again
on the second hospital admission and determined no further
operative intervention was necessary. The Department of
Health was notified of the positive TB result and the patient was
discharged home on hospital day eight on a monitored four-drug
antibiotic regimen with a diagnosis of retroperitoneal abscess
due to extension of Pott’s disease of the spine.
DISCUSSION
The most common presenting symptoms in STB are back
pain (70.4%), weight loss (30.3%), neurologic abnormalities
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(30.1%), and night sweats (19.1%).3 A characteristic
“aldermanic gait” describes patients taking short, deliberate
steps to avoid jarring the spine. Among those presenting with
neurologic symptoms, limb weakness was most common
(33%), followed by complete limb paralysis (15%), and urinary
or fecal incontinence (8%).1 Time from initial symptoms to
diagnosis is often quite protracted, with reports ranging from
78 days to over 1.5 years.2,3 Half of STB patients present
with isolated back pain and no other symptoms at the time of
diagnosis, contributing to an initial misdiagnosis rate of 41%.4,5
Further confounding the diagnosis, clinical judgment is shown
to be insensitive and poorly specific.6
A panel of clinicians, laboratory scientists, and TB control
experts from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
and the Association for Public Health Laboratories, convened
in 2008 and proposed a diagnostic algorithm for the diagnosis
of TB, which pairs nucleic acid amplification testing (NAAT)
results (positive or negative) with AFB smear results (positive
or negative) to dictate treatment. A positive NAAT and positive
AFB smear is presumed TB positive, antibiotics started and
cultures followed. Unfortunately, all other combinations of
results are indeterminate, and the recommendation is to use
clinical judgment, repeat NAAT and AFB smear testing, and
wait for culture results. While NAAT results are available
within 48 hours and have a positive predictive value of 95%,
this algorithm relies on AFB smear, which has been shown to be
poorly sensitive, may require repeat sampling, and is dependent
on the quality of the sample obtained.

Second ED visit
Image 2. Axial magnetic resonance image at the level of the
third lumbar vertebrae taken on the second visit demonstrates
progression of ventral epidural abscess now extending to completely
surround the lumbar nerve roots (blue arrow), and extending into
posterior vertebral space (yellow arrows). Again the left psoas muscle
demonstrates inflammatory changes concerning for abscess with
interval progression of right psoas muscle inflammation (red arrows).
ED, emergency department.
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Image 3. Midline sagittal magnetic resonance image taken on
second visit re-demonstrates epidural abscess (red arrows) that
has spread to extensively involve posterior vertebral soft tissue elements (blue arrows). Lumbar vertebrae 1 (L1), 2 (L2), and 5 (L5).
Thoracic vertebrae 12 (T12).
ED, emergency department.

Further challenging its utility in the diagnosis of TB, NAAT
performs poorly as a screening test in patients who have low
clinical probability of TB.7 QuantiFERON-TB Gold serum test
is an interferon-gamma release assay (IGRA) that measures
T-cell release of interferon-gamma following stimulation by
antigens unique to M. tuberculosis and a few other mycobacteria.
IGRAs cannot distinguish between latent infection and active TB
disease and should not be used for diagnosis of active TB, as a
negative IGRA does not rule out active TB.8 Several newer, rapid,
biomarker assays are currently under development, promising
sensitivities nearing 100% with short turn-around times compared
to traditional culture-based methods, but these assays require
further evaluation before they are ready for clinical use.3
STB typically develops from hematogenous spread from
lung to lumbar or lower thoracic vertebrae, via the venous
plexus and then spreading to adjacent vertebrae under the
anterior longitudinal ligament and destroying anterior vertebral
elements while preserving intervertebral discs and posterior
elements. When many vertebrae are affected, a characteristic,
sharply-angulated thoracolumbar kyphosis develops. This
finding is known as a gibbus deformity (not seen in this case).
These features distinguish STB from nontuberculous vertebral
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osteomyelitis, which affects the intervertebral discs early and
vertebral elements more equally. In the case of STB, as opposed
to nontuberculous osteomyelitis, paraspinal abscess is quite
common at time of presentation.9,3 At the time of STB diagnosis
the majority of patients were found to have MRI evidence
of inflammatory paraspinal tissue changes (89.7%) or thecal
compression (93.1%).10
Significant bone mineral loss (30%) is required before
radiolucent lesions appear on plain films, a finding often
delayed up to eight weeks.3-4 Chest radiograph (CXR) should
be obtained when a diagnosis of STB is entertained, but it
provides little help in diagnosing STB as approximately half
will show no lesion. CXR revealed evidence of active or
healed pulmonary disease in 30% of STB patients at time
of diagnosis. Plain films of the spine may show endplate
disruption and bone destruction but little else.4
Computed tomography is excellent at demonstrating bony
lytic lesions, sclerosis, bone circumference disruption, disc
space collapse, and paraspinal abscess with rim enhancement.4
However, MRI is the imaging modality of choice as it
superiorly demonstrates soft tissue involvement, epidural
extension, and involvement of neural structures, often before
onset of clinical symptoms.3,2,11
Untreated TB mortality is 70% at 10 years, and early
diagnosis is paramount. STB should be treated for two months
with quadruple therapy, usually rifampin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide
and ethambutol, then rifampin and isoniazid continued for a
total of six months. Children should be treated for one year.12
For persistent symptoms, and lab or imaging signs of continued
infection, options include extending medical therapy through
nine months or operative management.11 Surgical intervention is
indicated in patients with compression of the spinal cord or nerve
roots, spinal deformity leading to instability, extensive abscess
formation, or medical treatment failure. One large study showed
37% of STB patients required operative management, and 10%
of those required multiple surgeries.11,2
CONCLUSION
This patient’s STB was mistakenly diagnosed as
nontuberculous vertebral osteomyelitis. This is not uncommon
as it is often difficult to distinguish the two clinically. Both
present with lumbar pain, have similar imaging findings and no
proven diagnostic laboratory criteria with rapid results. It is not
surprising then that STB diagnosis is often delayed months to
years, increasing the chance of developing kyphotic deformities,
neurologic deficits, and increased need for surgical management
at the time of diagnosis.4,5,13 This patient experienced advanced
neurologic features at the time of initial presentation, which
improved with surgical decompression but ultimately returned
due to inaccurate antimicrobial selection.
The diagnosis may hinge on the astute physician recognizing
the characteristic, albeit subtle, imaging findings of STB. These
include: 1) anterior vertebral body element destruction with
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preservation of intervertebral discs and posterior vertebral
elements of contiguous lumbar or lower thoracic vertebrae;
2) concomitant psoas-muscle abscess formation (often quite
extensive); and later 3) gibbus and kyphotic deformities.
Additionally, clues based on the clinical history as well as the
presence of refractory spinal epidural symptoms despite cultureguided therapy should lend clues to the diagnosis.

Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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Prompt identification and treatment of true dermatologic emergencies is essential in emergency
medicine, especially in vulnerable populations such as pediatric patients. This is a case of a threeyear-old female who presented with significant dehydration in the setting of a desquamating skin
rash diagnosed in our emergency department as staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome. [Clin Pract
Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):112-114.]

INTRODUCTION
Dermatologic emergencies are rare. A five-year, multicenter
review found that 3.3% of all emergency department (ED) visits
were for general skin complaints, with only 4% of these requiring
inpatient admission.1 Some rashes are true emergencies, however,
and thus require prompt diagnosis and treatment. Such rashes
include necrotizing fasciitis, toxic epidermal necrolysis syndrome
(TENS), and staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome (SSSS).
SSSS will be discussed here.

urination in the prior 24 hours, along with worsening fatigue.
The child also reported some dysuria and odynophagia.
She denied respiratory symptoms, vomiting or diarrhea. On
physical examination, the child was mildly tachycardic with no
other vital sign abnormalities. She appeared fatigued but was
interactive during the examination. She had areas of slightly
edematous erythema around her periorbital areas, cheeks,
neck, upper back, and inguinal area with areas of surrounding
desquamation (Images 1 and 2). The original abrasion was

CASE REPORT
A previously healthy and fully vaccinated three-year-old
female was brought by her parents to the ED with a rash that
had been worsening over a five-day period. The mother of the
patient reported a fall from playground equipment with resulting
abrasion just prior to the onset of the rash. In appearance, the rash
was macular, mildly erythematous, and located over the child’s
trunk and face. Desquamation of skin surrounding the abrasion
occurred after subsequent removal of an adhesive bandage
applied to the area. The child had two healthcare visits before
presenting to our ED. A few days after the fall, the patient’s
primary care physician diagnosed her with an allergic reaction
and treated her with diphenhydramine. Further worsening of the
rash prompted the parents of the patient to seek care at an outside
ED, where she was again diagnosed with an allergic reaction,
given diphenhydramine, and also treated with intravenous (IV)
fluids. Of note, after this last visit to the ED, further desquamation
occurred with removal of adhesives used to secure a peripheral
IV on her arm.
In our department the parents denied fevers but reported
decreased per os (PO) intake, with only one episode of

Image 1. Periorbital and perioral distribution of the edematous,
erythematous, macular rash.
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What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Staph scalded skin syndrome (SSSS) is a
well- understood, but relatively rare disease
which that is often overshadowed by other
emergent rashes in clinical teaching.
What makes this presentation of disease
reportable?
SSSS is a potentially life-threatening rash
in vulnerable populations. We describe the
classic appearance and distribution of this
skin disease.
What is the major learning point?
SSSS is endemic to pediatric patients and
patients with renal compromise. Prompt
diagnosis and treatment can prevent
significant morbidity and mortality.

Image 2. Detail of the left forearm showing desquamation from
removal of adhesive tape.

surrounded by more pronounced edema and erythema consistent
with a small, localized cellulitis. There was no evidence of
mucosal involvement on examination of the pharynx and
vaginal introitus.The child received fluid resuscitation with a
20 milligram- per-kilogram bolus of IV normal saline, blood
cultures were taken, and IV clindamycin initiated. Although
there was no mucosal involvement on our examination, there
was higher concern for Stevens-Johnson or TENS, since the
child reported dysuria and odynophagia. The dermatology
service was consulted and recommended admission to the
pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) and the addition of
ceftaroline to her IV clindamycin. The child was admitted to
the PICU, where she received continued IV antibiotics, fluid
resuscitation and wound care for the desquamating lesions. By
hospital day three, she had no further wound desquamation and
had improved urine output. She was discharged after a five-day
hospital stay with a seven-day course of PO cephalexin.
DISCUSSION
SSSS occurs when exfoliative toxins produced by some
species of Staphylococcus aureus bind and destroy proteins at the
granulosum layer of the epidermis, resulting in the characteristic
bullae of SSSS and a positive Nikolsky’s sign. In SSSS, this
separation of layers occurs within the epidermis as opposed to
TENS, where the separation occurs at the dermal-epidermal
layer. The more superficial split in the epidermis is one of the
key factors in SSSS being a less serious condition than TENS.
In bullous impetigo the toxins act locally, whereas in SSSS the
toxins spread hematogenously, resulting in desquamation at
sites distant to the infectious site. The toxins are excreted via the
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How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
Given that hindsight is 20/20, it wasn’t until
our patient’s third clinical interaction that
SSSS was properly identified. It is essential that
emergency physicians be astute diagnosticians.

kidneys, with almost complete clearance in normal renal function,
resulting in few cases of SSSS in healthy adults. Children,
especially neonates, with developing kidney function, and adults
with kidney disease are thus unable to clear the toxins, resulting
in higher incidence in these populations.2
The gold standard for diagnosis in SSSS is histology, but
clinically the disease may be identified by history and physical.
An important diagnostic step is differentiating between SSSS
and the more dangerous TENS, which are similar in appearance
but differ significantly in mortality. A key clinical differentiation
lies in examination of the mucosal membranes. Significant
mucosal involvement of the desquamating lesions is a hallmark
of TENS, with sparing of the mucosa in SSSS. Of note, SSSS
may induce dehydration and therefore dry, cracked lips, but will
not induce mucosal desquamation itself. Another key clinical
difference between SSSS and TENS is that the more superficial
split in the epidermis seen in SSSS leads to a much thinner,
more superficial desquamation of the skin, which is much less
likely to lead to the fluid loss and risk of secondary infection
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that is seen in TENS. However, this difference in the thickness
of desquamation may be difficult to differentiate clinically for
those not familiar with both conditions. Skin biopsy with frozen
section analysis can provide definitive differentiation within
minutes to hours for those cases where there is any doubt.
Treatment consists of either PO or parenteral IV antibiotics
and supportive care. A patient with a small affected area,
minimal desquamation, and good PO intake may be treated
on an outpatient basis with a seven-day course of dicloxacillin
or a cephalosporin.3 Patients with larger affected areas of
desquamation will need fluid resuscitation and IV antibiotics
with likely coverage for methicillin resistant S. aureus in the
ED. Typical agents might include parenteral vancomycin or
ceftaroline IV, but may depend on local resistance patterns.
Antibiotic coverage may later be narrowed during hospitalization
depending on culture results or clinical course. Clindamycin may
be considered as an adjunctive agent due to its unique function
as an inhibitor of bacterial toxin production in addition to
bacteriostatic action but patterns of resistance have been observed
when used alone. 4 Lastly, burn care of desquamated areas is
crucial to prevent secondary infections and for patient comfort.

Address for Correspondence: John Haggerty, DO, Naval
Medical Center San Diego, Department of Emergency
Medicine, 34800 Bob Wilson DR, San Diego, CA 92134. Email:
john.t.haggerty7.mil@mail.mil.

CONCLUSION
In summary, this case demonstrates a relatively rare
desquamating pediatric rash – staphylococcal scalded skin
syndrome. Rapid identification and treatment of this disease is
essential to avoid secondary infections, sepsis and renal failure.
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Pneumolabyrinth, defined as air within the labyrinth on high-resolution computed tomography,
suggests that a perilymphatic fistula (PLF) is present. PLF describes an abnormal communication
between the middle and inner ear, and can result in deafness, vertigo, and imbalance. In the setting
of a penetrating injury to the temporal bone or inner ear, pneumolabyrinth should trigger prompt
otolaryngology consultation and urgent surgical exploration. We describe a case in which a 49-yearold male presented with a traumatic PLF secondary to penetrating ear injury. Imaging demonstrated
extensive pneumolabyrinth. Despite delay in diagnosis, expeditious surgical intervention resulted in
successful preservation of inner ear function. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med.2019;3(2):115-118.]

INTRODUCTION
Perilymphatic fistula (PLF) refers to an abnormal
communication of perilymph between the middle and inner ear
through a defect in the otic capsule, and is associated with acute
hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo. Some of the more common
causes of PLF include penetrating injury (such as that of ear
picks in Japan), barotrauma, middle ear surgery, and temporal
bone fracture.1,2 Many reported cases of traumatic PLF deal
with concurrent management of temporal bone fractures, in
which case conservative strategies have been employed.3 As
patients typically present first to the emergency department
(ED), it is critical for emergency care providers to correctly
identify the subgroup of patients who may require urgent
surgical intervention to preserve hearing and balance. In the
case of penetrating inner ear injury, high-resolution computed
tomography (CT) should be carefully evaluated for air, since
the presence of pneumolabyrinth confirms the diagnosis of PLF
and requires urgent surgical intervention. We present the case
of a man with a foreign body penetrating the inner ear who
presented to the ED with spontaneous nystagmus and profound
hearing loss who successfully maintained his inner ear function
after immediate surgical exploration.
CASE REPORT
After falling off a mountain bike down an incline into
some brush, a 49-year-old male mountain biker presented
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

to an outside ED with normal vitals, severe vertigo, nausea,
intractable vomiting, profound hearing loss, and tinnitus. A
CT was performed, which showed opacification of the ear
canal, but did not comment on any abnormalities of the inner
ear. The patient was transferred to our facility for further
management. On examination, there was a spontaneous rightbeating nystagmus and the facial nerve was intact. A tree twig
was embedded in the left external auditory canal, obscuring
visualization of the tympanic membrane.
Temporal bone CT demonstrated a linear foreign
body projecting from the external auditory canal to the
oval window, and an additional, separate small foreign
body projecting into the vestibule. Presence of extensive
intralabyrinthine air was detected radiographically (Image 1).
On axial view, air bubbles were seen in the vestibule, posterior
semicircular canal, and the scala vestibuli compartment of
the cochlear basal turn, as well as in the lateral and superior
semicircular canals (Image 2). Preoperative audiogram
conducted at bedside revealed normal hearing on the right side
and moderate-to-severe mixed hearing loss on the left.
The patient was diagnosed with a traumatic PLF with
extensive pneumolabyrinth due to penetrating temporal bone
injury and was taken urgently to the operating room less
than one day after his inciting injury. A three- centimeter tree
twig was lodged in the ear canal and found to be penetrating
the tympanic membrane. Postauricular approach included
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What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Trauma to the inner ear may result in
hearing loss and vertigo.
What makes this presentation of disease
reportable?
Traumatic air within the inner ear is rare,
but when related to penetrating trauma
it suggests a perilymphatic fistula (PLF)
requiring acute operative intervention.
What is the major learning point?
A computed tomography should be obtained
in individuals presenting with penetrating
ear trauma accompanied by vertigo and
hearing changes to assess for PLF.

Image 1. Temporal bone computed tomography reconstructed in
an oblique coronal view shows a linear foreign body projecting
from the external auditory canal to the oval window, with a small
projection into the vestibule (arrow). Extensive intralabyrinthine air
is present (double arrows).

How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
Clinicians should have a heightened
suspicion for PLF if air is seen within
the cochlea or labyrinth in a patient with
hearing and balance changes.

mastoidectomy and intraoperative assessment of the middle
ear ossicles and extent of injury. The long process of the incus
was dislocated but still attached to the malleus, the stapes was
deeply embedded into the vestibule, and the oval window was
completely open but covered by blood clot. All penetrating
foreign bodies were extracted. Temporalis fascia was used to
seal the oval window and a stapes prosthesis was placed. The
tympanic membrane perforation was repaired.
Postoperatively, the patient had rapid and significant
improvement of his vertigo. On physical examination, there was
minimal spontaneous nystagmus. A four-week postoperative
audiogram revealed a mild-to-moderate mixed hearing loss in
the left ear with continued improvement at six months.

Image 2. An axial cut of temporal bone computed tomography shows
air in the left vestibule (long arrow), the posterior semicircular canal
(short arrow), and the scala vestibuli compartment of the cochlear
basal turn (short double arrows). Air was also seen in the lateral and
superior semicircular canals (not shown).
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DISCUSSION
PLF describes an abnormal communication of fluid
between the inner ear and the air-filled middle ear cavity.1
Traumatic PLF due to temporal bone fracture and traumatic
PLF due to penetrating trauma of the inner ear must be
distinguished, as the first can be observed with bedrest and
the second requires immediate surgery. Pneumolabyrinth, or
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air displacing the fluid spaces of the otic capsule within the
labyrinthine compartment, can confirm the presence of PLF.4,5
Physical exam findings consistent with this diagnosis include
nystagmus with insufflation (positive fistula test) and dizziness
induced by sound (Tullio’s phenomenon). Because this hearing
loss may be conductive, sensorineural, or mixed, a tuning fork
examination may be of mixed utility. As demonstrated in this
case, the diagnosis of pneumolabyrinth can be easily missed.
Pneumolabyrinth may be easy to detect when it is large,
but small pneumolabyrinth can be challenging to visualize on
a head CT or even on temporal bone CT. In such cases, it is
important to obtain coronal views of the temporal bone as air
rises to the most superior aspect of the superior semicircular
canals. Although the effect of air within the inner ear labyrinth
is not known, animal models suggest that air bubbles disturb
the propagation of the traveling wave of the basilar membrane
and produce profound sensorineural hearing loss.6 In addition,
pneumolabyrinth may cause direct irritation of the membranous
labyrinth resulting in severe rotational vertigo.4 Of note,
pneumolabyrinth in the cochlea, or pneumocochlea, is related to
more severe and potentially irreversible sensorineural hearing
loss than those with air confined to the vestibule.3,7
When pneumolabyrinth is present due to temporal
bone fracture, conservative management with bed rest is
usually recommended. Prisman et al. described three cases
of pneumolabyrinth caused by temporal bone fracture in
pediatric patients and reported resolution of vestibular
symptoms with conservative management.3 The mechanism of
vestibular-symptom resolution in these cases is likely due to
central compensation rather than the restoration of peripheral
vestibular function. In the setting of temporal bone fracture,
these authors recommended surgical intervention only if the
patient has cerebrospinal fluid otorrhea, progressive hearing
loss, or unresolving vestibular problems.
On the contrary, pneumolabyrinth caused by penetrating
temporal bone injury needs to be recognized and accurately
diagnosed in the ED as best outcomes are obtained with urgent
otologic consultation and immediate surgery.8,9 In this case, the
presence of pneumolabyrinth was missed at an outside facility,
causing a delay in diagnosis and surgical intervention. Despite
this delay, the hearing and partial vestibular function were
preserved. At the time of surgery, a blood clot found sealing
the oval window may have prevented profound sensorineural
hearing loss and permanent peripheral vestibulopathy. Given
that the oval window was completely open due to subluxation
of the stapes, this would have resulted in irreversible profound
sensorineural hearing loss without surgery. As demonstrated in
this case, the vestibular function was also partially preserved
as the vestibule-ocular reflex is nearly symmetric. The
diminished caloric response on the left is likely significantly
overestimated secondary to tympanoplasty.
In the ED setting high-resolution CT of the temporal bone
including coronal views should be obtained immediately to
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evaluate for pneumolabyrinth when a patient with temporal
bone injury is initially assessed. Early recognition of
pneumolabyrinth in this setting is crucial since urgent referral
to a facility where appropriate otologic procedures can be
performed could save the inner ear function.
CONCLUSION
The long-term hearing outcomes of patients with PLF
with pneumolabyrinth are generally poor, and early diagnosis
and treatment are essential. Urgent physical examination,
audiometry, imaging, and referral to appropriate specialists
can help facilitate appropriate management. In the case
of penetrating foreign body with pneumolabyrinth, urgent
evaluation is critical and emergency physicians should
have a high index of suspicion when patients present with
findings similar to those described in this case. Our patient
showed near-complete resolution of vertigo and long-term
improvement in his hearing loss. These improvements in
symptoms are likely attributable to the relatively brief interval
to surgery and prompt repair of the PLF.

Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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De Garengeot hernias, defined as a femoral hernia containing the appendix, are rare. It is even
uncommon to have an incarcerated de Garengeot hernia with associated acute appendicitis. We
report a case of a 76-year-old female presenting to the emergency department for a right lower
quadrant abdominal mass for four days. Physical exam was consistent with an incarcerated hernia.
A point-of-care ultrasound revealed a non-compressible, blind-ended loop of bowel within the hernia
sac, concerning for acute appendicitis within the mass. Computed tomography of the abdomen
and pelvis confirmed the diagnosis of acute appendicitis within a femoral hernia. [Clin Pract Cases
Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):119-122.]

INTRODUCTION
Abdominal hernias and appendicitis are both common
conditions evaluated in the emergency department (ED).
However, encountering acute appendicitis within an
incarcerated hernia is quite rare. Amyand hernias are
inguinal hernias with the appendix contained within the
hernia sac. De Garengeot hernias are femoral hernias with
the appendix contained within the hernia sac. Both of these
hernias can be associated with acute appendicitis. This case
report highlights the diagnostic difficulties in identifying
patients with appendicitis within a hernia and is one of the
few reported cases of making this diagnosis with point-ofcare ultrasound (POCUS).1,2
CASE REPORT
A 76-year-old female with a past medical history of
nephrolithiasis, thyroid disease, and osteopenia presented
to the ED for right lower quadrant abdominal pain for the
prior four days. She stated that she had experienced pain
after lifting several flowerpots. On the day of presentation
the patient noticed a mass in the right lower quadrant.
She went to her primary care physician for evaluation; an
attempt to reduce the hernia in the office was unsuccessful,
so the patient was transferred to the ED for concern of an
incarcerated hernia.
In the ED, laboratory evaluation revealed an elevated
white blood cell count at 13.02 millimeters (mm)3 (range
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

4.8-10.8 mm3), normal serum lactate of 0.57 millimoles
per liter (mmol/L) (range 0.5-1.6 mmol/L), and a normal
metabolic panel. A second attempt to reduce the mass
after intravenous administration of hydromorphone was
unsuccessful. Subsequent POCUS showed a blind-ended,
non-compressible, dilated loop of bowel one centimeter in
diameter within the right lower quadrant mass, concerning
for acute appendicitis within the incarcerated hernia sac
(Images 1, 2 and 3). Sonographic criteria for the diagnosis
of acute appendicitis include a non-compressible, blindended loop of bowel that is greater than 6 mm in diameter
without peristalsis.
Given the concern for acute appendicitis within the
hernia sac, no further attempts at reduction were made and
surgery was consulted. A computed tomography (CT) of
the abdomen and pelvis performed per surgery’s request
confirmed the diagnosis of a right-sided femoral hernia
containing an inflamed appendix, consistent with a de
Garengeot hernia with acute appendicitis (Image 4). The
patient went to the operating room for appendectomy and
hernia repair.
DISCUSSION
The presence of the appendix in a femoral hernia
sac was first described in 1731 by the French surgeon de
Garengeot, giving this type of hernia its eponym.3 This is
not to be confused with an Amyand hernia, in which the
119
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What do we already know about this clinical entity?
De Garengeot hernias, femoral hernias containing
the appendix, are rare and can be associated with
acute appendicitis.
What makes this presentation of disease reportable?
The diagnosis was initially made with point-of-care
ultrasound (POCUS). Diagnosis by POCUS is
uncommon and has only been reported a few times
in the literature.
What is the major learning point?
De Garengeot hernias can present indistinguishably
from a femoral hernia. If the hernia is reducible, the
diagnosis of appendicitis may be missed, leading to
higher morbidity and mortality.

Image 1. Appendix within the hernia sac. Arrow pointing to the
appendix with a diameter of approximately one centimeter.
Pressure is being applied with the ultrasound probe, demonstrating
that the appendix is non-compressible, while also compressing the
femoral vein so it cannot be visualized. The femoral artery can be
seen in the lower left (A).

How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
This case demonstrates the utility of POCUS.
Additionally, increased awareness of this disease
may decrease the rate of delayed diagnosis.

acute appendicitis, which occurs in 0.08-0.13% of patients
with de Garengeot hernias.8
De Garengeot hernias are often difficult to diagnose
and may clinically present indistinguishably from an
irreducible femoral hernia.9 While de Garengeot hernias
have been diagnosed on CT, and in a few other case reports
with ultrasound, they are often missed on imaging and
almost never diagnosed preoperatively.10-13 Due to the
uncommon nature of this condition, the best technique
of operative management remains unclear and the
laparoscopic approach remains controversial.3,7,14,15

Image 2. Oblique view of appendix on ultrasound. Arrow pointing
to fluid around the appendix.
Ap, appendix.

appendix is contained within an inguinal hernia sac.4 De
Garengeot hernias are rare, accounting for 0.5-3% of all
femoral hernias.5,6 There are less than 100 known cases of
de Garengeot hernias.7 It is even more uncommon to have
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CONCLUSION
Our case of a de Garengeot hernia containing an acutely
inflamed appendix shows that this diagnosis can be made
with ultrasound. While the sensitivity and specificity of
ultrasound in making the diagnosis of appendicitis within a
hernia is still unknown, providers may consider ultrasound
and CT in their initial evaluations. Emergency physicians
should consider both Amyand and de Garengeot hernias
in the differential diagnosis for patients with inguinal or
femoral hernias, as these diagnoses can be difficult to make.
In the setting of appendicitis within a hernia, reduction of the
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hernia alone will not adequately treat the appendicitis, which
can lead to significant complications. Additionally, the lack
of symptoms of appendicitis can lead to a delayed diagnosis,
resulting in a high frequency of perforated or gangrenous
appendicitis, leading to increased morbidity and mortality.3,16
Maintaining a high level of suspicion may lead to earlier
diagnosis and decreased complications. 14,17
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Traumatic hip dislocation in children is relatively rare but presents a true emergency, as a delay
in reduction can result in avascular necrosis of the femoral head and long-term morbidity. After
sustaining a traumatic posterolateral hip dislocation, a seven-year-old boy presented to an outside
facility where no attempt was made at reduction. The patient was transferred to our emergency
department (ED) where he was promptly sedated and the dislocation was reduced in a timely
manner. Emergency physicians have demonstrated high success rates with dislocation reduction.
ED reduction should occur immediately to reduce the likelihood of long-term complications. While
timely consultation with a pediatric orthopedist is recommended, that should not delay reduction.
The reduction should ideally be performed before the patient leaves the department or is transferred
to another facility. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):123-127.]

INTRODUCTION
Traumatic hip dislocation in pediatric patients is relatively
rare, with little literature to support specific treatment
techniques and timelines. When compared to adults, pediatric
hip reduction may be easier to perform and carries a more
favorable prognosis.1 A delayed reduction may result in
avascular necrosis (AVN) of the femoral head. Early-stage AVN
is usually painless but ultimately leads to painful degradation of
the hip joint, restricted movement and eventual collapse,
requiring arthroplasty.2 In this report, we describe a seven-yearold boy with a traumatic posterolateral hip dislocation
presenting to an emergency department (ED). In addition, we
discuss the current literature and review the reduction
procedures, so that subsequent cases may be treated as early as
possible to decrease potential morbidity from this uncommon
injury in the pediatric population.
CASE REPORT
A seven-year-old boy presented to an outside facility after
sustaining a hip injury while playing organized football. He
reported that he was struggling at the bottom of a pile when he
developed severe hip pain. At the outside hospital, he was
diagnosed with a posterolateral hip dislocation. No attempt at
reduction was made at the referring hospital. After consultation
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

with a local orthopedist, the patient was transferred to our tertiary
care facility via helicopter, and he arrived approximately 5.5
hours after initial injury. Prior to his arrival, preparations were
made by ED staff for a rapid, comprehensive trauma evaluation
and emergent sedation and reduction measures.
The patient complained of right leg pain and tingling upon
arrival, with no reported pain elsewhere. Physical exam revealed
that he was moderately distressed from pain and slightly
tachycardic. The right lower extremity was internally rotated with
flexion at the knee. He had normal distal pulses, good capillary
refill, and was able to move his toes. Pelvic radiograph confirmed
posterolateral right femoral head dislocation without evidence of
fracture, as seen in Image 1. Point-of-care focused assessment
with sonography for trauma exam and chest radiograph were also
completed and both were negative.
A complete trauma evaluation confirmed an isolated right
hip dislocation with no contraindications to procedural
sedation to facilitate dislocation reduction. Given his stable
hemodynamics, he was sedated with intravenous propofol.
Once sedated, the pelvis was stabilized by providing
posteriorly directed countertraction to the pelvic girdle
preparing for reduction via Allis technique. The emergency
physician (EP) stood on the bed, flexed the hip and knee to 90
degrees, placing the patient’s right leg into a simulated seated
123
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What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Posterolateral femoral head dislocations in the
pediatric population are relatively rare and are
often referred to surgery for reduction.
What makes this presentation of disease
reportable?
While a relatively rare injury, pediatric hip
dislocations are a true emergency due to risk
of femoral head avascular necrosis resulting in
increased morbidity.
Image 1. Anterioposterior pelvic radiograph demonstrating superior
and lateral displacement of the right femoral head relative to
the acetabulum (arrow) and internal hip rotation consistent with
posterior hip dislocation.

What is the major learning point?
Reduction procedures should be performed by
the initial treating emergency physician (EP), in
a timely manner, to decrease the risk of avascular
necrosis of the femoral head.
How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
Recognizing the risks of delayed reduction, the
techniques, and safety of closed reduction should
allow EPs to more rapidly treat these injuries
leading to improved outcomes.

Image 2. Post-reduction anterioposterior view of the pelvis
demonstrating normal alignment of the right femoral head within
the acetabulum (arrow).

position, and provided steady anterior traction by pulling from
behind the knee and slightly internally rotating. The right hip
was easily reduced without complication and the patient
remained hemodynamically stable. Post-reduction,
radiographs were performed showing complete reduction of

Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

the femoral head, as seen in Image 2. The patient’s pain was
improved and his paresthesias were resolved.
Pediatric orthopedics was subsequently consulted,
recommending a pelvic computed tomography (CT), which was
negative for fracture. The patient was placed in a knee
immobilizer and admitted for observation. He was discharged the
next day with a walker, restricted to toe-touch weight-bearing of
the right lower extremity with no hip flexion past 90 degrees or
adduction past midline. He did well in follow-up, returning to full
weight- bearing activity and exercise two months post-injury.
DISCUSSION
Although pediatric hip dislocation is relatively rare, it is a
time-sensitive diagnosis. Delays in reduction result in increased
risk of morbidity, namely AVN.3 EPs must be knowledgeable
about and properly trained to diagnose and treat this condition. In
children aged 6-10 years, the most common cause of injury is the
result of a minor impact such as a fall from height or during an
athletic event. Children 10 years of age and older mostly have hip
dislocations due to a motor vehicle collision.1 Approximately
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80% of these types of pediatric injuries result in posterolateral
dislocation as a result of minimal trauma. Dislocation in children
is attributed to the ligamentous laxity and a soft, pliable
acetabulum, which also accounts for a low incidence of
associated acetabular and femur fractures compared to adults.4
The predominant mechanism of injury is posteriorly directed
force along the femoral shaft while the hip is held in flexion,
adduction, and internally rotated.5
Physical exam findings of posterior dislocation include
prominent, elevated greater trochanter and a shortened, internally
rotated, flexed, and adducted lower extremity. Conversely,
anterior dislocation presents with a loss of greater trochanter
prominence in an externally rotated, extended, and abducted
lower extremity, with possible leg lengthening.5 Superior lateral
displacement of the femoral head with respect to the acetabulum
is consistent with posterior dislocation, while anteromedial
displacement is consistent with anterior dislocation.6-8 Children
who suffer minor trauma and refuse to weight bear should be
carefully examined for findings suggestive of posterior hip
dislocation, in addition to a full evaluation for other traumatic
injuries as well as peripheral nerve injury.6
Diagnosis is confirmed radiographically and should be
ordered immediately so that reduction can be performed
within six hours from time of injury. In a longitudinal study,
Mehlman et al. found a 20-fold increase in AVN of the
femoral head for pediatric patients having reduction
performed after six hours, while 95% of patients who
underwent reduction in less than six hours had favorable
outcomes.3 Additionally, a meta-analysis comparing AVN
rates for early (< 6 hours) and late reductions (> 6 hours)
from five eligible studies showed a significant, decreased risk
of AVN to those undergoing early reduction.9 Other potential
complications of pediatric hip dislocation include sciatic
nerve injury, coxa magna (a usually asymptomatic rounding
and shortening of the femoral head and neck), re-dislocation,

and post-injury arthritis. In adolescents, one must consider
and evaluate for epiphysolysis (complete separation of the
proximal femoral epiphysis), which leads to AVN in nearly
all cases. CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be
necessary to establish this diagnosis post-reduction, but the
optimal imaging modality has not been established.6
Management of injury includes prompt pain management,
sedation or general anesthesia, emergent reduction of dislocated
hip and post-reduction immobilization or traction. While the
majority of the literature describes reductions that occur in the
operating room (OR), reductions can safely be performed in the
ED, allowing for a shorter interval between dislocation and
reduction and reducing the risk of AVN. Existing literature
suggests that all reductions for hip dislocations, including
pediatric and even prosthetic hip dislocations, can be safely and
effectively carried out in the ED.6,10 In a systematic review by
Bressan et. al., which included 25 case reports and case series,
nearly half of reported acute cases were reduced in the ED with
no reported adverse outcomes.6 All cases of reported AVN were
associated with delayed reduction (> 6 hours) performed in the
OR, which would suggest that early reduction in the ED by
competent providers is protective against AVN.6 This review was
unable to identify an optimal reduction technique.6 This case
demonstrates an additional example of safe and successful closed
pediatric hip reduction performed in the ED.
A variety of reduction techniques have been described and
are summarized in the Table reproduced from Gottlieb, stating
that the individual success rates vary from 60-90% across all age
groups.11 The best technique for pediatric reduction has not been
identified and should be based on the experience of the providing
physician.6 Therefore, EPs should be familiar with several
different techniques to increase the odds of success.11 Early
consultation with pediatric orthopedic surgery is recommended
and patients should be followed and examined for resulting AVN
and/or growth disorders.6,12

Table. Review of techniques for hip dislocation reduction by Gottlieb.11
Name
Technique

Advantages

Disadvantages

Allis

Provider grasps affected leg with both knee and hip flexed
to 90 degrees, applying traction toward the ceiling.

Well-established

Risk of falls and lower back
injury to the provider.

Bigelow

Provider grasps affected leg with both knee and hip flexed
to 90 degrees, applying in-line traction while abducting,
externally rotating, and extending the leg.

This technique is no
longer recommended.

Risk of falls and lower back
injury to the provider. Increased
risk of femoral neck fractures.

East
Baltimore lift

Two providers place their arms underneath the affected
knee with their knees bent and their hands on each other's
shoulders. Providers slowly stand up while countertraction is
applied to the patient's ankle.

Strong, controlled
Requires multiple providers.
upward force and
ability to internally and
externally rotate the hip

Tulsa/
Rochester/
Whistler

Provider places the arm underneath the affected knee with
the provider's palm on the flexed, unaffected knee. Using the
forearm as a fulcrum, the provider applies downward pressure
on the ankle, while internally and externally rotating the hip.

Requires only one
provider
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Less upward force is possible.
Potential injury to the provider's
forearm
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Table. Continued.
Name

Technique

Advantages

Disadvantages

Flexion
adduction

One provider flexes and maximally adducts the affected
hip, while the second provider applies manual pressure on
the femoral head.

Allows for a controlled,
steady reduction attempt

Limited data on efficacy

Foot fulcrum

Provider places patient's foot against his or her inner
ankle and places provider's outer foot against the patient's
femoral head. Provider grasps patient's flexed knee and
leans backward.

Requires only one provider
and allows for a controlled,
steady reduction attempt

Potential injury to provider's
back and patient's sciatic
nerve if incorrectly
performed. Risk of fall injury.

Howard

Provider grasps affected leg with both knee and hip flexed
to 90 degrees, applying in-line traction, while a second
provider applies lateral traction.

Allows for a slow, controlled
reduction attempt

Multiple providers are
needed. Limited data on
efficacy.

Lateral traction

Provider grasps affected leg in extension and applies
in-line traction, while a second provider applies lateral
traction.

Valuable technique when the
patient is unable to flex the
affected hip

Multiple providers are
needed. Limited data on
efficacy.

Lefkowitz

Provider places his or her knee underneath the affected
leg with both knee and hip flexed to 90 degrees. Provider
applies a downward force on the patient's lower leg, using
the knee as a fulcrum.

Requires only one provider
and allows for a controlled,
steady reduction attempt

Potential to injure patient's
knee ligaments. Difficult to
provide significant force for
the reduction.

Captain
Morgan

Provider places his or her knee underneath the affected
leg with both knee and hip flexed to 90 degrees. Provider
plantarflexes ankle to facilitate the reduction.

Requires only one provider
and allows for a controlled,
steady reduction attempt

May be more difficult in
patients with longer legs.

Postgraduate
Institute (PGI)

Provider gradually flexes knee to 120 degrees of flexion,
then abducts to 45 degrees, and finally externally rotates
until the hip reduces.

Allows for a controlled,
steady reduction attempt and
does not require significant
force

Limited data, but appears
promising.

Piggyback/
rocket
launcher

Provider places patient's flexed knee over his or her
shoulder and rises to a standing position

Requires only one provider
and allows for a controlled,
steady reduction attempt

Excess pressure on the
lower leg can injure the knee
ligaments.

Skoff

Patient is placed in left lateral decubitus with the leg in 100
degrees of hip flexion, 45 degrees of internal rotation, 45
degrees of adduction, and the knee bent to 90 degrees.
In-line traction is applied to the leg, while another provider
applies pressure to the greater tuberosity.

Allows for a controlled,
steady reduction attempt

Multiple providers are
needed. May be difficulty
to palpate the greater
tuberosity. Limited data on
efficacy.

Stimson

Patient is placed prone with the affected leg 90 degrees
past the end of the gurney. Downward traction is applied
by the provider using either the provider's arm or the
provider's bent knee.

Well-established. Uses
gravity to facilitate the
reduction

Multiple providers are
needed. Difficulty to monitor
the patient in the prone
position. Potential for the
patient to fall off the gurney.

Traction–
countertraction

Patient is placed in left lateral decubitus with the leg in 100
degrees of hip flexion, 45 degrees of internal rotation, and
45 degrees of adduction. One provider applies posterior
traction at the upper thigh, while a second provider applies
anterior traction at the lower leg.

Allows for a controlled,
Multiple providers are
steady reduction attempt. The needed. Limited data on
use of bed sheets for traction efficacy.
allows the provider freedom
to use his or her hands to
facilitate the reduction.

CONCLUSION
Although a relatively rare injury, pediatric hip dislocations
do occur and the ED should be the primary location for closed
reduction without evidence of fracture. In younger children
these injuries are more often due to lower energy trauma, and
associated fractures are less common than in older children
and adults. EPs should be familiar with the diagnosis and
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reduction procedures to reduce the risk of long-term
complications, namely AVN, and financial cost to patients.
Closed reduction should not be delayed pending transfer to an
alternate facility, consultation with pediatric orthopedics, or
availability of an OR. Reduction should be performed as soon
as possible, preferably within six hours of dislocation to
decrease the risk of AVN of the femoral head.
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A 22-year-old man presented to the emergency department with facial swelling, rash, and fatigue. He
had a past medical history of pericarditis and pericardial effusion. His evaluation showed anemia and
thrombocytopenia. He was admitted for intravenous administration of steroids, plasmapheresis, and
workup of his anemia and thrombocytopenia. He was ultimately diagnosed with Evans syndrome as a
presenting feature of systemic lupus erythematosus. Plasmapheresis was stopped but administration
of steroids continued. His blood counts improved, and the facial swelling and rash subsided. Evans
syndrome is an immunologic conundrum that requires early recognition and treatment. [Clin Pract
Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):128-131.]

INTRODUCTION
Evans syndrome (ES) is a very rare autoimmune disease
first described in 1951. It is the combination of Coombspositive idiopathic autoimmune hemolytic anemia (IAHA)
and immune thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP).1-3 In addition,
ES can be associated with the development of neutropenia
due to autoimmune destruction. Though the degree of
immunosuppression can be profound, there are no reported cases
of ES patients with neutropenia experiencing life-threatening
infections.2,4,5 Importantly, IAHA, ITP, and neutropenia can
develop sequentially or can all be present at the time of diagnosis.
Often, patients with ES have discordance between their clinical
symptoms and the severity of their laboratory abnormalities.6,7
ES is a chronic autoimmune condition characterized by
exacerbations and periods of remission.1-3 Patients who are
experiencing an exacerbation often present to the emergency
department (ED) for evaluation and management. To minimize
morbidity and the risk of death, it is important for the emergency
physician to identify patients with ES and institute urgent therapy.
In this case report, we describe an atypical presentation of ES in a
young man who presented to our ED.
CASE REPORT
A 22-year-old male with a past medical history of
pericarditis and pericardial effusion presented to the ED with
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the chief complaint of facial swelling, which had been present
for the prior three weeks. The swelling was predominantly on
the right side of his face and upper lip. He had no history of
angioedema, had not started any new medications, and was not
aware of an environmental exposure that immediately preceded
the onset of swelling. In addition to the facial and lip swelling,
the patient reported a rash of the same duration on his chest and
shoulders. Additional associated symptoms included decreased
exercise tolerance, exertional dyspnea, and a single episode of
dark, maroon-colored stool. He denied fever, chills, myalgia,
arthralgia, chest pain, abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting,
odynophagia, dysphagia, and confusion. He was not aware of
any sick contacts and he had not traveled recently. He reported
that his family did not have a history of chronic illnesses.
Physical examination was significant for a blood pressure of
104/58 millimeters of mercury, a pulse of 96 beats per minute,
respiratory rate of 16 breaths per minute, a temperature of 36.8º
Celsius, and a pulse oximetry reading of 100% on room air.
He was a thin young man who did not appear to be in distress
or acutely ill. Bilateral facial edema along with edema of the
upper lip was noted (Image 1). In addition, his conjunctiva,
palms, and soles were notable for pallor. A petechial rash was
observed on his upper chest, bilateral shoulders, tongue, and soft
palate (Image 2). A malar rash was also noted (Image 3). The
remainder of his examination was normal.
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CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Evans syndrome is a rare autoimmune disease
characterized by autoimmune hemolytic anemia
and immune thrombocytopenic purpura.
What makes this presentation of disease
reportable?
To our knowledge, this is the first case report
to detail the clinical presentation of a patient
with Evans syndrome to the emergency
department. The patient presented with
angioedema, fatigue, and a petechial rash.
Image 1. Bilateral facial edema along with edema of the upper
lip (arrow).

What is the major learning point?
Evans syndrome often presents with features
of other autoimmune disorders and can
frequently be misdiagnosed.
How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
In addition to thrombotic thrombocytopenic
purpura, emergency physicians should
consider the diagnosis of Evans syndrome in
patients presenting with thrombocytopenia and
a hemolytic anemia.

Image 2. Petechial rash (arrow) on upper chest and shoulders.

His initial ED evaluation included a chest radiograph,
electrocardiogram, and laboratory studies. The results of
pertinent laboratory studies are listed in the table. Given
his severe thrombocytopenia and anemia, thrombotic
thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) was considered and an
emergent hematology consultation was obtained. A peripheral
blood smear demonstrated 1-2 schistocytes per high-power
field, which initially raised concern for a microangiopathic
hemolytic anemia. As a result, a hemodialysis catheter was
inserted and plasmapheresis was initiated while the patient
was in the ED. He received a unit of packed red blood cells
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

along with corticosteroids and was admitted to the medical
intermediate care unit.
Workup revealed a positive immunoglobulin G (IgG)
Coombs test. He also had a high titer of antinuclear acid
antibody and low C3/C4 complements, indicative of an acute
exacerbation of an autoimmune disease. The combination of
his symptoms, ED workup, and history of pericarditis and
pericardial effusion favored the diagnosis of systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE). Within 48 hours after admission, an
A disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin
motifs 13 (ADAMTS13) level returned with 78% activity
and less than 5% inhibitor. This result was not consistent
with the diagnosis of TTP, and plasma exchange was stopped.
Ultimately, the hematologist diagnosed Evans syndrome as a
presenting feature of SLE.
DISCUSSION
ES is a rare autoimmune disorder characterized by
profound immune dysregulation. To date, no cause has
been identified and the pathophysiology remains uncertain.2
129
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Table. Laboratory results relevant for Evans syndrome in the
emergency department.
WBC

3.4 K/mcL

RBC

1.81 M/mcL

Hb

5.8 g/dL

HCT

17.2 %

PLT

4 K/mcL

LDH

389 units/L

AST

437 units/L

ALT

117 units/L

Total bilirubin

4.4 mg/dL

Indirect bilirubin

0.6 mg/dL

INR

1.2

PTT
42 seconds
WBC, white blood cells; K, thousands; mcL, microliter; RBC, red
blood cells; M, moles; Hb, hemoglobin; g/dL, grams per deciliter;
HCT, hematocrit; PLT, platelet; LDH, lactic dehydrogenase; L, liter;
AST, aspartate aminotransferase; ALT, alanine aminotransferase;
mg, milligrams; INR, international normalized ratio; PTT, partial
thromboplastin time.
Image 3. Malar rash (arrow) in addition to facial and lip swelling.

Notwithstanding, ES has been associated with select infections
and both the measles-mumps-rubella and influenza vaccines.4,8
It is hypothesized that immunization can trigger ES in
susceptible individuals.4,8
ES presents with signs and symptoms of both IAHA
and ITP. Typical symptoms include fatigue, pallor, dyspnea,
tachycardia, and fever. Jaundice, hematuria, hemoglobinuria,
and hepatosplenomegaly might also be noticed. Patients with
ES could have bruising, petechiae, and mucocutaneous bleeds
secondary to thrombocytopenia. It is important to also note
that patients may have neutropenia and may present with
immunosuppression-related infections. The severity of the
disease can vary from mild to life-threatening.9
Importantly, ES is a diagnosis of exclusion. Although the
hallmark laboratory abnormalities point to IAHA and ITP, no
single test can confirm the diagnosis of ES. In fact, many of its
laboratory abnormalities are also seen in other conditions with
similar clinical presentations (e.g., low level schistocytes).
These include other autoimmune conditions (e.g., SLE), IgA
deficiency, TTP, autoimmune myeloproliferative syndromes,
and malignancy. Further complicating the diagnostic process
is the fact that autoimmune destruction of circulating blood
cells in autoimmune hemolytic anemia (AIHA) and ITP
are also seen simultaneously in patients with paroxysmal
nocturnal hematuria, hemolytic uremic syndrome, and
hemangiomas with thrombocytopenia.10
Laboratory studies that are helpful in the management
and workup are a complete blood count that shows
Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

pancytopenia and a peripheral blood smear that shows
features of AIHA (spherocytosis). These findings will
differentiate AIHA from myelodysplastic syndromes,
microangiopathic hemolytic anemias, congenital anemia,
and thrombocytopenia. Other markers that can be used
to identify hemolysis are an elevated reticulocyte count,
the presence of unconjugated hyperbilirubinemia, and
a decreased haptoglobin level. Additionally, the direct
Coombs test is invariably positive in patients with ES.11
Patients with an initial diagnosis of ES or an
exacerbation of known disease should be treated with
high-dose corticosteroids. In most cases, prednisone in
a dose of 1-2 milligrams per kilogram is adequate to
induce remission. Unfortunately, a subset of patients
with ES is recalcitrant to this approach, and some have
varied responses to the intravenous administration of
immunoglobulin (IVIG). In addition, responses to the IVIG
range from remission to no effect. Ultimately, patients
who are refractory to corticosteroids and IVIG might
require advanced therapies such as monoclonal antibodies
(rituximab), cyclosporine, and splenectomy with stem
cell transplant. It is imperative to avoid administering
blood products to those patients unless they have profound
anemia or life-threatening bleeding.12
CONCLUSION
Emergency physicians should consider ES in patients
with features of a hemolytic anemia and thrombocytopenia.
Early recognition and treatment can reduce the morbidity and
mortality associated with this immunologic conundrum.
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Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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Visceral artery aneurysms (VAA) are rare, life-threatening disease processes that often affect the
celiac, superior mesenteric, or inferior mesenteric arteries and their respective branches. The
splenic, hepatic, superior mesenteric, and tripod celiac arteries are most commonly affected and
have high rupture and mortality rates. This case describes splenic and celiac artery aneurysms in
a patient that led to hemorrhagic shock and multisystem organ failure despite timely diagnosis and
ligation. A brief review of the literature further elucidates the key risk factors in identifying patients
with VAAs and their treatment course. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):132-136.]

INTRODUCTION
Visceral artery aneurysms (VAA) are life-threatening and
often require immediate intervention upon rupture. The arteries
most commonly affected by VAAs are the following: hepatic,
splenic, superior mesenteric, and the celiac. Each vessel has
unique risk factors and epidemiologic characteristics that can
help to narrow down which of the four may be involved. Risk of
rupture and mortality rates of these vessels are high, especially in
pregnancy. Computed tomographic angiography (CTA) is needed
in conjunction with a thorough history and physical exam to help
confirm the diagnosis. Operative management is done by open
surgical repair, endovascular techniques, or laparoscopic surgery.
CASE REPORT
A 77-year-old, obese, Caucasian male presented to the
emergency department (ED) with a sudden onset of lower chest
and epigastric pain and sudden collapse after lifting a heavy
object while working on his ranch. Per his wife, the patient was a
previously healthy and active individual who had lost 50 pounds
over the prior year on a diet and exercise regimen. The patient
had a past medical history of gastroesophageal reflux disease,
hyperlipidemia, diabetes, and hypertension. He was a former
smoker from about age 15 to 60. The patient also had a history of
daily alcohol use, which ended in his mid-forties.
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Upon arrival to the ED, the initial vital signs revealed
a blood pressure of 94/72 millimeters of mercury (mmHg),
heart rate of 89 beats per minute (bpm), respiratory rate of 16
breaths per minute (BPM), and oxygen saturation of 100% on
room air. On physical exam, the patient was somnolent but
easily aroused, pale, and in severe distress. The cardiovascular
exam revealed that the heart had regular rate and rhythm
without murmurs. His lungs were clear and without wheezes,
rhonchi, or rales. His abdominal exam was notable for a soft,
distended, moderately tender epigastric region but without
rebound or guarding. A pulsatile mass was not palpated and
there were no abdominal bruits.
His initial complete blood count demonstrated a white
count of 24.0 x109/L, hemoglobin of 11,000 grams per liter,
platelet count of 198 x109/L, with 93% neutrophils. The
comprehensive metabolic panel was unremarkable. The creatine
phosphokinase and troponin were normal. Amylase and lipase
were normal. An electrocardiogram (ECG) showed a sinus
rhythm with no acute ST changes and a right bundle branch
block, which was seen on a previous ECG.
The patient underwent a computed tomography (CT)
angiogram of the chest and abdomen which showed 8.0
centimeter (cm) x 6.0 cm x 6.5 cm aneurysm in the expected
location of the celiac artery and splenic artery with extensive
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stranding of the surrounding fat, representing active hemorrhage
as seen on the sagittal abdominal CT (Images 1 and 2).
Within 30 minutes of arrival to our ED, the patient was in
hypovolemic shock with hypotension (59/34 mmHg), tachycardia

CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Visceral artery aneurysms (VAA) are rare and often
affect the celiac, superior mesenteric, or inferior
mesenteric arteries and their respective branches.
What makes this presentation of disease reportable?
Diagnosis of VAAs can be elusive due to the
subtle presentation of symptoms that can mimic
other diseases. However, when ruptured, they
can be catastrophic.
What is the major learning point?
Ruptured VAA should be considered in
the differential diagnosis in a patient with
cardiovascular collapse and epigastric pain.
How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
An awareness and understanding of VAAs may
potentially improve morbidity and mortality with
early detection of the disease.

Image 1. Computed tomographic angiography of the chest and
abdomen demonstrating active extravasation of the celiac artery
and splenic artery aneurysm (rightward arrow) with extensive
stranding (leftward arrow), representing active hemorrhage.

(142 bpm), and tachypnea (rate 26 BPM). The vascular surgeon
was notified immediately and the patient was taken to the
operating room within 45 minutes of arrival to undergo a ligation
of the neck of the aneurysm. Upon arrival to the intensive care
unit, the patient lost his pulses. He was unfortunately pronounced
dead after unsuccessful heroic efforts.
DISCUSSION
VAAs are those affecting the celiac, superior mesenteric, or
inferior mesenteric arteries and their branches. These aneurysms
are uncommon compared to aortic or iliac. Splenic (60%), hepatic
(20%), superior mesenteric (5.9%) and tripod celiac (4%) are the
most common arteries affected.1 Visceral aneurysms have a low
incidence rate between 0.1% and 0.2%, and a high rupture rate
(25%) compared to aortic and iliac. Twenty-two percent of these
aneurysms present as clinical emergencies, with a 70% mortality
rate.2 This is a rare case in which our patient had an aneurysm
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affecting both the celiac and splenic arteries. Incidence rates for
celiac aneurysms are approximately 0.01%. There is no gender
predilection, but some studies have indicated more frequent
occurrence in males compared to females. Celiac aneurysms are
commonly diagnosed in the fifth decade of life.3
These aneurysms are usually symptomatic at the time of
diagnosis but can be asymptomatic as well, and are commonly
found in association with other aneurysms, such as aortic, renal,
popliteal, and femoral. The most common presenting symptoms
are epigastric pain, back pain, nausea, abdominal distention,
hematochezia, hematemesis, or a palpable pulsatile mass.4 The
presentation can commonly mimic pancreatitis given the location
of the vessel. The exact etiology of celiac aneurysms is unknown,
but they are frequently associated with syphilis, tuberculosis,
arteriosclerosis, medial degeneration, fibrous dysplasia, trauma,
or mycotic lesions. Approximately 42% are idiopathic in nature.5
The risk of rupture for celiac aneurysms is about 13%.6
Ruptured celiac artery aneurysms have a mortality rate of
approximately 80%, while the mortality rate of non-ruptured
aneurysms ranges from 5-10%. Risk factors for rupture include
pregnancy and increased diameter (>20 millimeters [mm]).4,5
Early diagnosis is crucial, as the emergency operative mortality
rate is 40% vs elective (5%).5 Criteria for intervention in
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Image 2. Computed tomographic angiography of the abdomen in
axial view demonstrating active extravasation (top arrow) of the
celiac artery aneurysm (bottom arrow).

asymptomatic patients include the following: aneurysms greater
than 2 cm in diameter with sensible operative risk; radiologic
evidence of increasing aneurysm size; or a size greater than 3-4
times the original diameter of the vessel.6
Splenic artery aneurysms (SAA) are the most common
true abdominal aneurysm behind aortic and iliac and are found
four times more often in females than in males, occurring most
commonly in patients in their fifth or sixth decade of life.7
Autopsy studies indicate an incidence of SAA between 0.1%
and 10.4% and association with intra-abdominal aneurysms
involving other visceral arteries. The reported rate of rupture is
between 3% and 9.6%, with a mortality of 36% after rupture.8
The etiology of SAAs is unknown, but are frequently seen in
association with portal hypertension, pregnancy, multiparity,
arterial venous fistulas and malformations, atherosclerosis,
hypertension, liver transplantation, and cirrhosis. Occurrence of
SAA can be seen in 7%-17% of chronic liver disease patients
with cirrhosis.9 Eighty percent of these aneurysms are found to
have atherosclerotic changes and calcification.10 Incidence of
rupture is seen most frequently in young, pregnant women, with
an associated mortality of 75% and a fetal mortality of 95%.
Patients with unruptured SAAs are commonly asymptomatic, and
are diagnosed incidentally. The most common clinical complaint
is epigastric abdominal pain, but patients can also present with
splenomegaly, palpable pulsatile mass, hematochezia, melena,
chest pain, or nausea.
Hepatic artery aneurysms (HAA) are the most commonly
reported visceral pseudoaneurysm and have a mortality rate of
40%. They have an incidence rate of 0.02– 4.0%, as well as a
rupture rate of 80%.11 HAAs are associated with atherosclerosis,
cystic medial necrosis, trauma, mycotic embolization, trauma,
Marfan syndrome, Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome, or giant cell
arteritis.12 Patients with aneurysms from nonatherosclerotic
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etiologies are at higher risk of rupture. Fifty-five percent of
these patients present with abdominal pain, and gastrointestinal
hemorrhage occurs in up to 46%.13 Hemobilia, which is described
by Quincke’s triad (jaundice, biliary colic, and gastrointestinal
bleeding) occurs in one-third of patients with HAA.11 Surgical
intervention is recommended when the aneurysm reaches
greater than 20.0 mm.12 Patients with superior mesenteric artery
(SMA) aneurysms are usually symptomatic and can present with
intermittent abdominal pain prior to rupture. These aneurysms
commonly have mural thrombosis, which may ultimately
result in acute mesenteric ischemia. SMAs can also invade
into adjacent visceral organs, resulting in severe hemorrhage.13
SMAs are associated with higher dissection rates than the other
visceral artery aneurysms, but only have a reported incidence of
0.06%.14 The rate of rupture for SMA aneurysms is 50%, where
initial symptoms include hypovolemic shock, hemoperitoneum,
or acute abdominal pain. These lesions are associated with
high emergency surgery mortality rates (20-40%).15 Risk
factors include arteriosclerosis, septic emboli, mycotic disease,
pancreatitis, connective tissue disease, and trauma.16 It is
important to quickly diagnose and treat these aneurysms to
prevent serious complications including gastrointestinal or
intraperitoneal hemorrhage, thrombosis, distal embolization,
arterial spasm, arteriovenous fistula formation, secondary portal
hypertension, bowel infarction, and death.15
An emergency physician’s main role in the care of a patient
with an acutely ruptured VAA is swift diagnosis and immediate
surgical consultation. Prior to surgical intervention, standard
resuscitative measures (insertion of two, large-bore intravenous
catheters, cardiac monitoring, and supplemental oxygen)
as well as preparation for administration of blood products
should be done. Fluid resuscitation is needed if the patient is
hemodynamically unstable; however, over-resuscitation has
the potential to worsen active bleeding. Imaging modalities for
diagnosis of VAA include ultrasound, CT with angiography,
magnetic resonance imaging, and abdominal aortic
arteriography being the gold standard. Point-of-care ultrasound
can be useful to quickly visualize the aneurysm and associated
free fluid inside the abdomen, especially for patients who are
unstable and cannot undergo CT. 17
Surgical intervention for VAAs varies and depends on
the clinical presentation, etiology, the patient’s comorbidities,
and location of the aneurysm. The various techniques include
open surgical repair, endovascular treatment, and laparoscopic
surgery.11 Indications for treatment of VAA include presence
of pseudoaneurysm, symptomatic VAA, asymptomatic VAA
greater than 2 cm, rapid expansion (greater than 0.5 cm per year),
pregnancy, women of childbearing age, or liver transplantation.3
Notably, the threshold for intervention is significantly lower than
that of aneurysms involving the aorta (greater than 5.5 cm). The
summary table synthesizes the epidemiology associated with
each type of VAA along with presenting symptoms, morbidity,
and mortality (Table).
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Table. Visceral artery aneurysms.
Mortality
rate

Epidemiology

Risk factors

Celiac artery

Males, 5th
decade of life

Syphilis
Tuberculosis
Arteriosclerosis
Medial degeneration
Fibrous dysplasia
Trauma
Mycotic lesions

Epigastric abdominal pain
Back pain
Palpable pulsatile mass
Hematochezia/ Melena
Chest pain
Nausea
Mimics pancreatitis

Rate of rupture:
13%

Portal hypertension
Pregnancy/ multiparity
Atherosclerosis
Arterial venous fistulas and
malformation
Hypertension
Liver transplantation/ cirrhosis

Epigastric abdominal pain
Splenomegaly
Palpable pulsatile mass
Hematochezia/ Melena
Chest pain
Nausea

Rate of rupture:
3-9.6%

Arteriosclerosis
Cystic medial necrosis
Trauma
Mycotic embolization
Marfan syndrome
Klippel-Trenaunay
syndrome
Giant cell arteritis

Abdominal pain
Hematemesis
Jaundice
Portal hypertension

Rate of rupture:
80%

40%

Arteriosclerosis
Septic emboli
Mycotic disease
Pancreatitis
Connective tissue disease
Trauma

Symptomatic prior to
rupture - intermittent
abdominal pain or acute
mesenteric ischemia from
thrombosis

Rate of rupture:
50%

20-40%

Incidence:
0.01%

Splenic artery

Females, 5th
or 6th decade
of life
Incidence:
0.1% - 10.4%

Hepatic artery

Males
Incidence:
0.02– 4.0%

Superior
mesenteric artery

Males
Incidence:
0.06%

Presentation

Rate and risk for
rupture

Vessel

80%

Risk increases
with pregnancy
and diameter
>20mm
36%

Most commonly
ruptures in young
pregnant women

High emergency
surgery

Once ruptured,
hypovolemic shock,
hemoperitoneum, and
acute abdominal pain

Mm, millimeters.

CONCLUSION
Ruptured VAA is not often considered in the differential
diagnosis of abdominal pain or, more importantly, in sudden
collapse. When approaching a patient with signs of abdominal
vascular catastrophe, differential diagnosis should include
visceral as well as aortic aneurysms. VAAs are often not
suspected initially in patients presenting with abdominal
complaints, given their low prevalence, and this can delay
diagnosis. However, in a patient with hypotension and epigastric
abdominal pain, a life-threatening hemorrhage secondary to VAA
should be suspected. One should be especially concerned for
rupture in the pregnant or postpartum population. The patient in
this case report had risk factors for VAA, including age, gender,
past smoking and alcohol use, which may have predisposed him
to atherosclerosis. Due to the high rate of rupture, the typical
approach to VAA is early elective intervention, but in profound
hypotension and suspected rupture, the patient will likely need
emergent vascular surgery.
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019
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Implantable collamer lenses (ICL) are phakic (natural lens remains in place) lenses that were
first developed in the 1990s for correction of high myopia. The effectiveness and safety of ICLs
are making them an increasingly popular option for vision correction in the myopic patient,
competing with traditional options like glasses, contacts, and procedures such as laser-assisted
in situ keratomileusis. Although generally safe, due to the position of the phakic ICL in the eye,
pupillary block remains a rare but vision-threatening complication of ICL implantation. Pupillary
block caused by phakic ICL is a serious complication that requires urgent recognition and
intervention and is poorly described in emergency medicine literature. We describe a case of
pupillary block five years after ICL implantation that was refractory to standard medical therapy,
highlighting the importance of early diagnosis and referral for more definitive therapy. [Clin Pract
Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):137-139.]

INTRODUCTION
Implantable collamer lenses (ICL) are specialized
refractive intraocular lenses used to correct high myopia.
Made of specialized collagen copolymer, phakic ICLs are
surgically implanted inside the eye, sitting between the
iris and the natural lens. These artificial lenses were first
implanted in 1993 and approved by the United States (U.S.)
Food and Drug Administration in 2005. They have since
undergone multiple revisions to minimize complications
and to increase utilization and potential indications.1 When
they were first released, ICLs were commonly used for
high and extreme myopia. Low and moderate myopia were
primarily treated with procedures such as laser-assisted in
situ keratomileusis (LASIK), which is a permanent solution
not available to patients with dry eye or thin cornea.
Studies have compared the two treatments and made a case
that ICLs are more effective and safer in the treatment of
all cases of myopia.1,2
Although relatively safe, ICLs are placed in the ciliary
sulcus, and without adequate pre-operative measurements
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

they carry the risk of pupillary block, inflammation, cataract
formation, and intraocular hypertension. Overall, less
than 1% of patients with ICLs experience serious, visionthreatening complications.3 These complications, however,
are most commonly observed in the immediate and subacute
postoperative period. A remote increase in intraocular pressure
and pupillary block secondary to ICL implantation is not
well documented. We present a case of acute angle-closure
glaucoma secondary to pupillary block due to mechanical
obstruction from an ICL five years after implantation.
CASE REPORT
A 29-year-old woman with high myopia and a history
of bilateral ICLs placed five years previously presented to
the emergency department (ED) with a chief complaint of
headache and blurry vision in her right eye. The patient
stated that the night prior to presentation she noted that
her right eye was dilated. She also complained of light
sensitivity and mild blurry vision. When she woke up the
morning of presentation she noted a dull headache behind
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her right eye, which she rated a 2/10 on a numeric pain
scale. She reported trouble focusing on close-up text but
denied other vision decline or diplopia. She denied neck
pain, nausea, vomiting, fever, chills, numbness, or tingling.
She denied recent trauma, visits to the chiropractor, or
use of mydriatic medications. She had been evaluated
by ophthalmology six days prior to presentation for
similar symptoms and was found to have mild mechanical
anisocoria. Given her minor symptoms at that time, it was
felt that there was no need for intervention.
Initial examination in the ED revealed a marked
anisocoria, with the right pupil larger than the left. The
right pupil was mid-dilated and fixed at six millimeters
(mm). There was appropriate constriction of the left pupil.
The right conjunctiva was injected. Visual acuity was
20/30 in the right eye and 20/20 in the left eye. Intraocular
pressure of the right eye was markedly elevated at 44 mm
of mercury (Hg). Her remaining neurologic exam revealed
no focal deficits. Ophthalmology was consulted. After
examining her, they found a right eye with a round, fixed
pupil, +1 injection, diffuse microcysts, a shallow anterior
chamber, fixed, minor iris bombe, and confirmation of
intraocular hypertension. Examination of the left eye
demonstrated two peripheral patent iridotomies at 12
o’clock and 3 o’clock and intraocular pressure of 11
mmHg. The patient was diagnosed with acute pupillary
block and was administered timolol, acetazolamide, and
brimonidine, but the intraocular pressure remained elevated
at 35 mmHg. The patient was discharged from the ED
directly to an outpatient ophthalmology clinic for urgent
procedural treatment of pupillary block.
The patient presented to the ophthalmology clinic and
underwent a yttrium-aluminum-garnet laser peripheral
iridotomy. The right eye was anesthetized with topical
proparacaine and a single peripheral iridotomy was created
in the temporal iris. Aqueous humor was visualized to flow
through the ostomy from the posterior to anterior chamber
and the iris bombe significantly flattened. Immediately
post-procedure, topical brimonidine was administered and
the intraocular pressure was measured at 17 mmHg. One
hour after the procedure, the intraocular pressure was 13
mmHg. The patient was prescribed difluprednate four times
daily and brimonidine/timolol twice daily for five days and
scheduled for follow-up with ophthalmology in one week.
At one-week follow-up, the patient noted marked
improvement of her symptoms. She did not note any further
headaches or difficulty with vision. She did, however, note
continued mild anisocoria in the dark, and examination
confirmed 0.5-1mm right greater than left anisocoria.
Due to the persistent anisocoria, the patient was referred
to neuro-ophthalmology for further investigation. A
neurologic etiology was not identified and the persistent
anisocoria was felt to be mechanical. The patient returned
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What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Acute angle-closure glaucoma is a visionthreatening process that must be rapidly
identified by emergency care providers.
What makes this presentation of disease
reportable?
This report highlights an unusual case of
acute angle-closure glaucoma secondary
to a phakic intraocular lens that could
have been missed without awareness of this
potential complication.
What is the major learning point?
Acute angle-closure glaucoma is
a potential complication of phakic
intraocular lens implantation, which is
increasingly being used to correct myopia.
How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
This report seeks to provide a diagnostic
and therapeutic approach to an unusual
case of acute angle-closure glaucoma due
to phakic intraocular lens implantation.

to ophthalmology clinic several months after her initial
presentation with a subsequent increase in her intraocular
pressure and required an additional peripheral iridotomy.
She continues to be followed by ophthalmology.
DISCUSSION
No matter its cause, acute angle-closure glaucoma is
an ophthalmological emergency that often requires a high
degree of suspicion from the emergency physician. Patients
with acute angle-closure glaucoma often have onset of
symptoms in low-light conditions due to pupillary dilation
resulting in apposition of the iris and lens. This contact
is termed pupillary block and results in obstruction of
aqueous flow from the posterior chamber. The restricted
aqueous flow generates pressure that displaces the iris
forward (bombe), narrowing the anterior chamber angle
and restricting aqueous drainage through the trabecular
meshwork and Schlemm’s canal. The resulting elevation
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of intraocular pressure causes symptoms that include
blurry vision with halos around bright objects, headache,
and nausea and vomiting. Physical findings are typically
unilateral and include an injected eye with a non-reactive
and dilated pupil, and corneal haziness.4 Any of these
symptoms warrants at least consideration of acute angleclosure glaucoma in the ED.
Angle-closure glaucoma requires prompt diagnosis
and treatment to prevent irreversible vision loss. Complete
examination of ocular complaints should always include
measurement of intraocular pressure. A generally accepted
range for normal intraocular pressure is 8-21 mmHg,
whereas acute angle-closure glaucoma will have intraocular
pressure over 30 mmHg.5 Medical therapy is aimed at
relieving pupillary block and reducing additional aqueous
humor production. These aims are initially achieved with a
combination of a systemic carbonic anhydrase inhibitor as
well as topical agents including steroids, beta-blockers, and
alpha agonists. After one hour of treatment, topical pilocarpine
can be added to constrict the pupil (miotic) and relieve the
block. Keeping the patient supine and aggressively managing
symptoms (pain, nausea and vomiting) to avoid spikes in
intraocular pressure are also critical management steps.
Definitive management of acute angle-closure glaucoma
includes emergent referral for ophthalmologic evaluation and
consideration of surgical iridotomy.6,7
Acute pupillary block is a rare but serious visionthreatening complication of ICLs and is not well reported
in the emergency medicine literature. Additionally, much
of what is reported in the literature focuses on cases in the
immediate postoperative timeframe.3,8,9 Evidence suggests
the rate of pupillary block two years after ICL implantation
was found to be between 0.1-3.2%.10,11 Medical management
of increased intraocular pressure serves as an attempted
bridge to lower the intraocular pressure in preparation for an
iridotomy or other definitive surgical management.
CONCLUSION
The case presented describes an unusual complication
of an ICL, delayed pupillary block and acute glaucoma five
years after implantation. Given the increasing utilization of
ICLs, emergency physicians should become familiar with this
known complication to enhance early detection and emergent
ophthalmology consultation for definitive management.
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Empagliflozin is a sodium glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitor that inhibits renal glucose
reabsorption through an insulin-independent mechanism. This class of drugs is used in
the management of type 2 diabetes. A 49-year-old female with type 2 diabetes treated with
empagliflozin presented to the emergency department in diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA). This case
report details the series of events leading to the diagnosis of drug-induced DKA, which led to
a change in the patient’s diagnosis from type 2 diabetes to type 1 diabetes. [Clin Pract Cases
Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):140-143.]

INTRODUCTION
The treatment of diabetes has rapidly evolved with the
introduction of novel agents such as the sodium glucose
cotransporter-2 (SGLT2) inhibitors. In 2013, the United
States (U.S.) Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved
the first SGLT2 inhibitor, canagliflozin, for the treatment
of non-insulin-dependent type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM).
Since that time, three additional agents, empagliflozin,
dapagliflozin, and ertugliflozin, have begun to be marketed
in the U.S. These agents are now included into the American
Diabetes Association (ADA) treatment guidelines as one of
six possible add-on pharmacologic agents to metformin.1
SGLT2 inhibitors are effective for the treatment of T2DM as
they inhibit renal glucose reabsorption through an insulinindependent mechanism, which in turn lowers glucose levels
through increased urinary glucose excretion.2 This drug
class is also associated with a reduction in body weight,
as well as reduced blood pressure, which is largely due to
their natriuretic effect.2 Additionally, two SGLT2 inhibitors,
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empagliflozin and canagliflozin, have been shown to reduce
rates of major adverse cardiac events in high cardiovascularrisk patients in the Empagliflozin, Cardiovascular Outcomes,
and Mortality in Type 2 Diabetes trial and Canagliflozin
and Cardiovascular and Renal Events in Type 2 Diabetes
(CANVAS) trials.3,4 Accordingly, prescriptions for SGLT2
inhibitors have been on the rise, resulting in this class of
medications being commonly encountered in the primary
care and emergency department (ED) settings.5
Common side effects of this drug class include increased
risk of urinary tract infections, genital mycotic infections,
and volume depletion.1 Both diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA)
and euglycemic diabetic ketoacidosis (euDKA) have since
also been identified as rare but serious adverse effects of
the SGLT2 inhibitors, and in 2015 the FDA released a
safety alert to the public about this concern.6 In contrast to
the low rates of DKA observed in SGLT2 inhibitor users
with type 2 diabetes, the risks are remarkably higher in
those with type 1 diabetes.7 This distinction has prompted
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a consensus statement by the American Association of
Clinical Endocrinologists urging caution with the off-label
use of SGLT2 inhibitors in patients with type 1 diabetes.8 We
describe the case of a patient initially diagnosed with type 2
diabetes presenting in DKA in association with the use of an
SGLT2 inhibitor.

CPC-EM Capsule

CASE REPORT
A 49-year-old female presented to the ED after waking up
with nausea and abdominal pain followed by multiple episodes
of vomiting. Her past medical history included T2DM, diagnosed
four years earlier, and hypertension. Antihyperglycemic
medications at the time of presentation included insulin glargine
25 units subcutaneous once a day, exenatide 10 micrograms
(mcg) subcutaneous twice a day, empagliflozin 25 milligrams
(mg) once a day (started four months prior to admission), and
metformin 1000 mg twice a day.
Pertinent laboratory values upon presentation to the ED
included the following: hemoglobin A1C 10.5% (4.4-5.6%),
glucose 251 mg/ deciliter (dL) (60-100 mg/dL), chloride
93 millimols per liter (mmol/L) (98-111 mmol/L), carbon
dioxide 12 mmol/L (20-30 mmol/L), anion gap 29 (6-14),
c-peptide 0.1 nanogram per milliliter (ng/mL) (0.9-6.9 ng/
mL), ketone beta-hydroxybutyrate > 2.0 mmol/L (0.02-0.27
mmol/L), serum osmolality 322 milliosmoles per kilogram
(mOsmol/kg) (280-295 mOsmol/kg), lactate 2.7 mmol/L
(0.4-2.0 mmol/L) and a urine analysis with abnormal
glucose of 500 mg/dL and ketones 80 mg/dL, but otherwise
unremarkable. She was diagnosed with DKA and admitted to
the intensive care unit on intravenous hydration and insulin
drip per institution protocol.
DKA resolved two days following admission and
the patient was discharged. At discharge, no precipitating
factor leading to her DKA had been identified during the
hospitalization. There had been no evidence of infection or
pancreatitis, and she was discharged on all home medications
with an increase in her insulin glargine to 30 units once a day.
She was seen in her primary care clinic six days
post-discharge. Additional laboratory values were drawn
including glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) antibody,
which was elevated > 250 units/mL (< 0.5 units/mL). Given
that the empagliflozin had been initiated four months prior
to her hospital admission and that she had been admitted
with euDKA with a glucose level of only 251 mg/dL at
presentation, at the primary care follow-up, it was determined
that this was a case of SGLT2 inhibitor-induced DKA. She
had been managed as a type 2 diabetic for four years, but her
low c-peptide level and elevated GAD antibody drawn at this
post-discharge follow-up appointment resulted in a change
in diagnosis to type 1 diabetes from type 2. All non-insulin
antihyperglycemic agents including the empagliflozin that
precipitated the DKA were discontinued and she was placed
on a basal plus bolus insulin regimen.
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What do we already know about this clinical entity?
Sodium glucose cotransporter-2 (SGLT2) inhibitors
are commonly used for the management of type 2
diabetes. This drug class has a known, rare side effect
of diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA).
What makes this presentation of disease reportable?
The SGLT2 inhibitor-induced DKA led to the
unmasking of type 1 diabetes in a patient previously
diagnosed with type 2 diabetes.
What is the major learning point?
DKA is a rare risk of the SGLT2 inhibitor drug class,
and there are certain factors that may predispose
the patient to this adverse event. In this case, the
underlying risk was type 1 diabetes.
How might this improve emergency medicine practice?
Improve identification of potential drug-induced DKA
and underlying risk factors that may predispose the
patient to this adverse effect.

DISCUSSION
The ADA diagnostic criteria for DKA include
hyperglycemia (blood glucose > 250 mg/dL), metabolic
acidosis (arterial pH < 7.3 and serum bicarbonate < 18
mEq/L) and ketosis.9 Euglycemic DKA was originally
described in the literature as severe ketoacidosis with a
blood glucose level less than 300 mg/dL, but currently a
more common definition is a blood glucose < 200 mg/dL.10,11
SGLT2 inhibitors have been hypothesized to lead to this
condition as a result of glucosuria leading to a rapid reduction
in plasma glucose levels.12,13 This reduction in plasma glucose
leads to decreased insulin release from the beta cells, which
then leads to stimulation of alpha cells and the increase
in plasma glucagon concentrations further stimulating
hepatic ketogenesis.12,13 These mechanisms of ketogenesis
in combination with continued glucosuria lowering plasma
glucose levels results in the presence of ketone bodies in
the setting of normal glucose levels.13 A total of 73 cases
of SGLT2 inhibitor-related ketoacidosis were identified
during a review of the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System
database from March 2013 to May 2015. All patients required
hospitalization or treatment in the ED, and many cases were
complicated by a delayed diagnosis due to the low blood
glucose levels on presentation.6
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Empagliflozin-induced Diabetic Ketoacidosis Unmasking a Type 1 Diabetes Diagnosis
The SGLT2 inhibitors have also been studied for use in
patients with type 1 diabetes.14–16 Their insulin-independent
mechanisms offer an attractive and likely effective option as
an add-on to insulin therapy. It has been hypothesized that
patients with autoimmune type diabetes (latent autoimmune
diabetes of adulthood, or type 1 diabetes) would be at greater
risk of DKA in the setting of SGLT2 inhibitor therapy given
their lack of endogenous insulin production leading to
inability to overcome the SGLT2 inhibitor-induced increase
in glucagon, thus leading to the setting of unsuppressed
hepatic ketogenesis.17 A recent systematic review aimed to
identify precipitating factors of SGLT2 inhibitor-induced
DKA.13 In this review, two-thirds of all cases involved
patients with T2DM; however, nine out of 25 of those
individuals were later diagnosed with latent autoimmune
diabetes of adulthood following resolution of their DKA.13
Additionally, an analysis of several cases of DKA in patients
who were taking canagliflozin for type 2 diabetes in the
CANVAS trial series found that six out of the 12 patients
were diagnosed with autoimmune diabetes or tested positive
for GAD65 antibodies after the development of DKA.17
Our case also describes a patient with presumed type 2
diabetes who, following her resolution of SGLT2 inhibitorinduced DKA, was further evaluated with antibody testing,
and was revealed to have type 1 diabetes based on the
presence of GAD antibodies. She had been treated as a
type 2 diabetes patient for four years prior to her episode
of DKA. Additionally, the causative agent, or precipitating
factor, had not been identified at initial presentation to the
hospital, or during the hospitalization. Although medications
are not often identified as the precipitating factor for DKA,
the SGLT2 inhibitors are being implicated with increased
frequency in cases of DKA. In this case, the patient was
discharged on the empagliflozin placing her at risk for a
repeat event. The changes in diagnosis from type 2 to type 1
diabetes occurred after discharge at the primary care office.
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Double steal phenomenon is a rare condition where occlusion of the innominate (brachiocephalic)
artery leads to hemodynamic changes in which blood flow is shunted from the intracranial
circulation down the right vertebral artery and subsequently up the right carotid and subclavian
circulation. This is a case of a 67-year-old female presenting emergently with recurrent transient
ischemic attacks due to double steal phenomenon. Emergency department recognition of the
double steal phenomenon and large vessel occlusion by computed tomography angiogram
of the head and neck allowed for early treatment, which was critical in avoiding irreversible
cerebral infarction. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):144-148.]

INTRODUCTION
Subclavian steal syndrome is a well-documented
phenomenon in which right vertebral artery flow is reversed
due to a prevertebral stenosis of the subclavian artery. This is
contrasted by double subclavian steal phenomenon, which is
considered even rarer and more critical, and occurs secondary
to stenosis of the brachiocephalic (innominate) artery.
This results in blood being “stolen” from the intracranial
basilar artery circulation down the right vertebral artery,
reconstituting in the right subclavian artery, and then the flow
is subsequently again “stolen” from the right subclavian artery
in a retrograde fashion up the right carotid artery. This is a
case of a 67-year-old female who arrived to the emergency
department (ED) with recurrent transient ischemic attacks
(TIA) exacerbated by right arm exercise and change from
supine positioning. The etiology was found to be innominate
artery occlusion and resultant double steal phenomenon.
CASE REPORT
A 67-year-old female with history of chronic tobacco
use, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypertension,
and hyperlipidemia, presented to the ED with symptoms of
Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

TIA. The patient described the acute onset of left-sided facial
weakness that waxed and waned, recurring several times
throughout the day, and lasting 2-3 minutes at a time. The
left facial weakness was also associated with mild, left-arm
weakness and “clumsiness” involving fine motor function of her
left hand. She noted lightheadedness but denied leg weakness,
headache, visual changes, chest pain or shortness of breath.
She also noted that symptoms were brought on by use of her
upper extremities and when she changed her body position from
lying to sitting. She denied any similar symptoms previously or
stroke history. Of note, she noticed a rapid improvement in her
symptoms to resolution just prior to ED presentation.
On examination, her blood pressure (BP) was 183/86
millimeters of mercury (mmHg). She was awake, alert,
oriented, and able to describe a detailed history. Her cranial
nerves were intact, motor strength was 5/5 bilaterally, and fine
motor movements in both her hands were normal. There was
no ataxia, extraocular muscle dysfunction, or indication of
posterior circulation involvement.
Just after her initial asymptomatic presentation to the
ED, her symptoms recurred when her systolic BP dropped by
20 mmHg upon standing from a supine position. Emergent
144
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computed tomography angiogram (CTA) of the head and neck
demonstrated a severe flow-limiting lesion of the innominate
artery (Image 1). Further investigation with magnetic
resonance imaging demonstrated decreased signal intensity
within the right internal carotid artery at the cavernous sinus
and petrous segments, a finding that potentially represented
slow flow (Image 2).
The patient subsequently underwent emergent cerebral
angiogram, which demonstrated occlusion of the proximal

CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Double subclavian steal syndrome is a result
of an occlusion in the innominate artery and
causes hemodynamic flow changes in the
right vertebral and carotid arteries, leading to
neurologic deficits.
What makes this presentation of disease
reportable?
This case was unique due to the recurrence of
focal neurologic deficits that were precipitated
by arm movement, blood pressure changes, and
position changes.
What is the major learning point?
Computed tomography angiogram (CTA) of head
and neck should be considered in the emergency
department (ED) for evaluation of patients
with neurologic symptoms that are recurrent,
positional, or recur with labile pressures.
How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
This will hopefully encourage ED practitioners
to have a low threshold for CTA on a subtype
of neurologic patients to hasten diagnosis and
prevent further ischemic events.

Image 1. Computed tomography angiography of the neck showing
a calcified flow restricting lesion (red arrow) at the origin of the
innominate artery.

Image 2. Magnetic resonance angiography of the head showing
decreased contrast intensity in the right carotid artery (red arrow)
compared to the left.

Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

innominate artery (Image 3) at the aortic arch with resultant left
to right vertebral artery steal phenomenon supplying the right
subclavian artery (Image 4). The distal brachiocephalic artery
flow was reconstituted via the subclavian artery and secondary
steal phenomenon occurred into the right common carotid artery,
causing delayed flow to the right cerebral hemisphere (Image 5).
The patient was maintained on a norepinephrine bitartrate
infusion to increase BP, and her symptoms subsequently resolved.
The symptoms recurred when she was positioned supine, but
upon being placed in the Trendelenburg position her symptoms
again resolved. The patient was therefore maintained with
systolic BP goals between 160 and 210 mmHg. She remained
asymptomatic during this period of elevated BP management.
For definitive care, she underwent elective left carotid to right
carotid “necklace” bypass surgery with complete and permanent
resolution of her symptoms.
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Image 3. Aortic arch angiography demonstrated occlusion of the
brachiocephalic artery (red arrow).

Image 4. Percutaneous angiography demonstrating contrast, and
thus perfusion (green arrows), being stolen from the left vertebral
artery to the right vertebral artery (red arrows).

Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

Image 5. Percutaneous angiography demonstrating reconstitution
of the brachiocephalic artery distal to the occlusion with secondary
steal of perfusion (green arrows) from the vertebral artery (red
arrow) up the right common carotid (blue arrow).

DISCUSSION
Double steal phenomenon is caused by occlusion of the
innominate artery. This results in hypoperfusion of the right
carotid, subclavian and vertebral circulation, putting patients at
risk of both posterior and anterior circulation ischemic events
(Figure).1,2 Therefore, early diagnosis with CTA is critical. An
ED evaluation of a subtype of TIAs (recurrent TIAs, positional
TIAs, and TIAs that recur with labile blood pressures) to
include CTA of the head and neck is warranted to identify
lesions requiring emergent management.3 In this case, the
double steal-inducing lesion at the origin of the brachiocephalic
trunk resulted in weakness of the left face, hand and arm, as
well as presyncope and dizziness.4
One of the more interesting aspects of the presentation
was the positional nature of the symptoms, which resolved
with induced hypertension. Additional signs and symptoms of
innominate artery disease depend on degree of stenosis and
acute changes in BP. Severe to near-total occlusion can cause
additional symptoms that can originate from the vertebrobasilar
circulation (vertigo, ataxia, drop attack, diplopia, and blurred
vision), to symptoms that are hemispheric in origin (amaurosis
fugax, transient paresis, and even upper extremity ischemia).5
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Figure. Schematic diagram demonstrating double steal phenomenon with retrograde blood flow from right vertebral artery to both right
subclavian artery and the right common carotid artery (blue arrows).
RCCA, right common carotid artery; ICA, internal carotid artery; ECA, external carotid artery; LCCA, left common carotid artery.

CONCLUSION
Symptomatic patients with double steal phenomenon
can present with persistent focal neurological deficits, TIAs,
recurrent syncopal episodes, and dizziness. Definitive diagnosis
occurs with CT and cerebral angiography. This case highlights
the importance of early recognition in an ED setting with
timely goals to include permissive hypertension or induced
hypertension until definitive surgical repair can be performed.6

Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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A 10-year-old male presented to our pediatric emergency department with progressive, colicky
abdominal pain for one day, associated with fever and non-bilious vomiting. He had a guarded
abdomen with sluggish bowel sounds. He was noted to have poor perfusion with tachycardia,
which resolved with fluid resuscitation. Abdominal radiograph demonstrated the presence of a
circular radiopaque structure at the right hypochondrial region. Point-of-care ultrasound revealed
an ascending appendicitis with signs of perforation, which was unusually located just at the inferior
edge of the liver, over the right hypochondrium. The patient was immediately admitted to the surgical
intermediate care unit. Urgent laparoscopic appendectomy was successfully performed, and the
child was discharged well. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):149-152.]

INTRODUCTION
Abdominal pain in children is a common presentation
to emergency departments (ED). The clinical approach to
pediatric patients with abdominal pain in the ED requires
a broad differential diagnosis. Pediatric patients with
appendicitis often have a less-specific presentation, and
perforation can occur rapidly.1 Appendicitis occurring in lesstypical anatomical positions, especially ascending retrocecal
appendicitis, can be difficult to diagnose.2 Missed or delayed
diagnosis in perforated appendicitis can lead to serious
morbidity and mortality.3 Pediatric appendicitis can present
variably, but regardless of appendix location point-of-care
ultrasonography (POCUS) can be useful.4
Published literature on the use of POCUS in the evaluation of
pediatric abdominal pain and diagnosis of pediatric appendicitis is
increasing.4 However, POCUS reports of ascending appendicitis
in the pediatric population are uncommon. We present a case
report of a pediatric patient with a high retrocecal appendicitis
with perforation, which was detected by POCUS.
CASE REPORT
A previously healthy 10-year-old boy presented with an
acute onset of periumbilical colicky abdominal pain of one day’s

Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

duration. It was rapidly progressive and became generalized. This
was associated with tactile fever and two episodes of non-bilious
vomiting. There was no associated diarrhea. The patient denied
any recent sick contacts or overseas travel. At triage in the ED, he
was febrile with a temperature of 38.2 degrees Celsius. He was
tachycardic with a heart rate of 120 beats per minute and had a
blood pressure of 90/61 millimeters (mm) of mercury. He had a
respiratory rate of 20 breaths per minute and pulse oximetry was
99% on room air. His peripheral capillary refill time was delayed
at three seconds. The triage nurses put him immediately in the
resuscitation bay. Physical examination revealed an anicteric,
lethargic child with a rigid abdomen and sluggish bowel sounds.
Despite having generalized involuntary guarding of his abdomen,
the child claimed the pain was “minimal.” However, he was
noted to be wincing maximally when his abdomen was palpated
over his right hypochondrium. He was clinically in shock and
was promptly given fluid resuscitation with a rapid bolus of 20
milliliters per kilogram of normal saline. He responded well to
the fluids with improved peripheral perfusion. An upright chest
radiograph did not reveal any free air under the diaphragm.
A supine abdominal radiograph showed a circular radiopaque
structure suggestive of calcification (“stone”) over his right
hypochondrium (Image 1).
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CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical entity?
The clinical approach to unwell pediatric patients
with abdominal pain requires a broad differential
diagnosis. Pediatric appendicitis may be rapidly
progressive and present atypically.
What makes this presentation of disease reportable?
There is a paucity of literature on the use of
emergency department (ED) point-of-care
ultrasound (POCUS) in the diagnosis of ascending
appendicitis in the pediatric population.
What is the major learning point?
ED POCUS may provide critical clinical
information and facilitate the evaluation and
expedite management of atypically located,
perforated appendicitis in children.
How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
Ascending appendicitis is notoriously difficult
to diagnose, especially in children. ED POCUS
should be considered as part of the clinical
evaluation, especially in unwell pediatric patients.

Image 1. Abdominal radiography showing a circular radiopaque
structure (arrow) over the right hypochondrium.

POCUS was performed using Sonosite M-Turbo with
a 2–5 megahertz curvilinear transducer. Visual cardiac
contractility (parasternal long axis) showed a hyperkinetic
left ventricle with good visual contractility. Initially, it
was noted that his inferior vena cava was totally collapsed
on spontaneous inspiration, which suggested that he
was “volume depleted,” given his initial hemodynamic
parameters. This improved post-fluid resuscitation. No gross
abnormal hepatobiliary or renal abnormalities were noted.
Unexpectedly, during the ultrasound examination of his
right hypochondrium, a tubular structure measuring 14 mm
in diameter with surrounding fluid at its end was noted just
inferior to the liver’s surface (Image 2).
The tubular structure could be traced caudally to the
cecum, suggesting a high ascending retrocecal appendicitis.
The complex fluid and loss of the submucosal echogenic
layer surrounding the appendix suggested perforation.
Further interrogation showed a structure with acoustic
shadowing posteriorly suggestive of an appendicolith (Image
3) in the clinical context.
Ultrasound also revealed features of ileus. Based on these
findings, he was admitted to the surgical intermediate care
unit with a diagnosis of perforated appendicitis even before
any hematological and biochemical laboratory investigation

Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

results were made available. After initiating intravenous
antibiotics, the surgeons elected to obtain an urgent radiology
abdominal ultrasound, which confirmed the findings of the
initial POCUS. Soon after, he underwent an uneventful
urgent laparoscopic appendectomy. Intraoperatively, surgical
examination found that the cecum and appendix were
unusually high, in close proximity to the liver’s inferior
surface. The retrocecal appendix was noted to be inflamed with
mid-shaft perforation. The base of the appendix was healthy.
There was spillage of a fecolith into the paracolic gutter, with
minimal fluid in the pelvis. Some adhesions were noted between
the small bowel and abdominal wall. The rest of bowel, liver,
and gallbladder were normal. Post-appendectomy, he was
discharged well after a five-day hospitalization.
DISCUSSION
This case report demonstrates the clinical utility of
POCUS to detect and expedite the management of a rapidly
progressive appendicitis with an unusual anatomical location,
in a stoic child with a potentially misleading abdominal
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Image 2. Point-of-care ultrasonography of the abdomen over the
right hypochondrium demonstrated a dilated appendix (arrow)
measuring 14.4 millimeters (A) with a surrounding rim of complex
hypoechoic fluid (arrowhead), suggesting perforation.

the most prevalent anatomical site of the appendix being at
the descending peritoneal and retrocecal area.5 Therefore,
presenting symptoms and signs of acute appendicitis depend
greatly on the location of the appendix. Approximately half
of the observational studies and case reports of ascending
retrocecal appendicitis had atypical presentations with the
pain located in either the right flank or hypochondrium, which
contributed to initial misdiagnosis and delays in management
in this time-sensitive condition.6 Most patients required the
need for abdominal computed tomography (CT) for diagnosis.
Some authors advocate a right lower quadrant
ultrasound for screening of pediatric appendicitis.7 While
this is a “higher-yield” initial approach, a more systematic
abdominal ultrasound surveillance is recommended if the
appendix is not visualized during the initial screen. The
findings of periappendiceal fluid or abscess, an intraluminal
appendicolith, and loss of the submucosal echogenic layer
of the appendix were associated with perforation.7-9 Prompt
diagnosis of perforation is essential for optimal patient
outcome. This case report illustrates the clinical value of
POCUS to promptly diagnose and expedite the patient’s
management despite the unusual clinical presentation.
While abdominal CT with contrast remains the classic
gold standard to diagnose acute appendicitis, the principle
of minimizing radiation exposure in the pediatric population
should be strongly advocated.10 Ultrasound is an important
imaging tool with high diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of
98% to detect appendicitis when performed by radiologists.11
With improved training for both adult and more recently
pediatric emergency specialists, the clinical scope and utility
of POCUS to diagnose and facilitate decision-making and
management in pediatric appendicitis is also increasing.4,12
Benabbas et al., in a 2017 meta-analysis on the evaluation
of pediatric appendicitis, reported ED POCUS to have a
sensitivity of 86% and specificity of 91%.4

Image 3. An object (arrow) within the dilated appendix with acoustic
shadowing posteriorly (arrowheads) suggestive of an appendicolith.

CONCLUSION
This was an uncommon case of a perforated appendicitis
in a child whose appendix was located just inferior to the
liver. Physicians should be aware of atypical presentations of
appendicitis in view of the variable anatomical positions of
the appendix. POCUS can be a useful clinical adjunct to help
differentiate surgical causes of abdominal pain, especially
those with atypical presentations of appendicitis in the
pediatric population.

radiograph. His abdominal radiograph showed a “stone”
over his right hypochondrium, which by location would
usually indicate a gallbladder or renal stone. This “stone,” in
retrospect, was a high appendicolith.
Unlike the ascending colon, the cecum and appendix are
mobile and can vary in anatomical position. The appendix
can be located in all directions in the pelvic cavity, with
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The most common infectious etiologies of vaginitis include Gardnerella bacterial vaginosis, candidiasis,
and trichomoniasis. A few case reports describe symptomatic infection with Neisseria (N) meningitidis,
an organism with potential for causing systemic disease with a high rate of morbidity and mortality. We
describe a patient who presented with fulminant meningitis secondary to symptomatic vaginitis in which N.
meningitidis was cultured. Due to the potential for significant morbidity and mortality as demonstrated by
this case report, knowledge of this entity may prompt physicians to aggressively treat patients with vaginal
cultures that are positive for N. meningitidis. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):153-155.]

INTRODUCTION
Vaginitis is a common diagnosis among women, and
in 40-50% of cases, Gardnerella vaginalis is isolated. This
is followed by candidiasis, which causes 20-25% of cases,
Trichomoniasis causes 15-20% of cases, and non-infectious
causes account for 5-10% of cases.1 Neisseria (N) meningitidis
has been isolated from the urogenital region of women
with symptomatic vaginitis previously, although no current
treatment recommendations exist.2 Although a very rare
isolate from the urogenital region, N. meningitidis has been
documented to cause both self-limiting vaginitis, arthritis, and
meningococcemia.3,4 However, a literature search revealed
no case reports of symptomatic vaginitis secondary to N.
meningitidis leading to fulminant meningitis with septic shock.
Meningococcemia is a rapidly progressive infection
mostly seen in young, healthy individuals who live in crowded
environments.5 In the United States (U.S.), there are about 1,0003,000 new cases diagnosed each year, with a prevalence between
0.5 and 1.1 cases per 100,000 people, with an associated
mortality rate of up to 53%.6 We present a case in which N.
meningitidis was isolated from vaginal cultures during work-up
for symptomatic vaginitis followed by classic N. meningitidis
meningitis presenting with septic shock. Recognition and
treatment of N. meningitidis from uncommon sources may
require more aggressive treatment than previously thought.
Volume III, no. 2: May 2019

CASE REPORT
A 72-year-old female with a past medical history of
hypertension presented to the emergency department (ED) with
one day of generalized weakness, headache and rash. Review of
her medical history revealed that she presented to her primary
care physician with complaints of vaginal discharge two weeks
prior to her presentation to the ED. Despite treatment with
metronidazole, symptoms persisted prompting a speculum exam
and vaginal cultures obtained by primary care physician five
days prior to her ED encounter. These returned positive for N.
meningitidis. At the time of presentation, she had not followed
up for those results and therefore had no further treatment. The
patient had been in her normal state of health until the previous
evening when she described general malaise and fell asleep
early. Her husband stated that she also slept much later than
usual and when he tried to wake her, she seemed lethargic.
Review of systems was otherwise negative.
Initial vital signs revealed a temperature of 101.7 degrees
Fahrenheit, a pulse of 120 beats per minute, respiratory rate
of 24 breaths per minute, and a blood pressure of 107/49
millimeters of mercury. The patient was found to be illappearing and obtunded. She had nuchal rigidity and a diffuse,
non-blanching, purpuric rash. Other than atrial fibrillation
with a rapid ventricular response, the remaining physical
exam was unremarkable.
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Immediate concern for meningococcemia prompted
empiric vancomycin (20 milligrams per kilogram,
intravenous [mg/kg, IV]), ceftriaxone (2 grams [g], IV),
ampicillin (2 g IV), dexamethasone (10 mg IV), and an
initial 2-liter (L) normal saline bolus. After an unremarkable
non-contrast computed tomography of her head, a lumbar
puncture was performed revealing turbid cerebral spinal fluid
with a white blood cell count of 262 cells per millimeter
cubed (mm3) (0-5 cells/mm3), glucose of 28 mg per deciliter
(dL) (40-70 mg/dL), and a protein of 155 mg/dL (15-45mg/
dL). Gram stain showed many gram-negative diplococci.
Her initial serum white blood cell count was 7.4 thousand
cells/mL3 (4.0-10.0 cells/mL3) and the initial lactic acid
was 8.1 millimoles per liter (mmol/L) (0.5-1.6 mmol/L).
Despite aggressive fluid resuscitation, the patient rapidly
decompensated requiring central line placement, intubation,
and norepinephrine infusion.
The patient was admitted to the intensive care unit
where she had persistent septic shock that required
corticosteroid administration and cardiovascular support with
norepinephrine, epinephrine, and vasopressin. Her hospital
stay was further complicated by disseminated intravascular
coagulopathy and ischemic hepatitis. Cultures from blood
and cerebral spinal fluid grew N. meningitidis, which was
sensitive to ceftriaxone. She received a seven-day course upon
recommendation of infectious disease specialists. On hospital
day 10, she was discharged to a long-term acute care facility
with ischemic necrosis of the digits of her hands and feet
bilaterally, which would later require operative intervention.
DISCUSSION
We present a rare case in which a patient presented with a
seemingly innocuous presentation of vaginitis two weeks prior
to development of meningitis with septic shock secondary to
N. meningitidis. Vaginitis is often encountered in the ED, and
emergency physicians must know appropriate treatment plans
as well as proper follow-up on culture results obtained on
prior emergency visits, or from outpatient physicians.
The most common infectious etiologies of vaginitis
include Gardnerella bacterial vaginosis, candidiasis, and
trichomoniasis.1 Bacterial vaginosis is a polymicrobial
infection with a predominance of Gardnerella vaginalis
occurring when dominance of the normal flora is disrupted.7
While not a sexually transmitted disease, sexual activity and
other lifestyle choices do play a role as risk factors include
multiple sexual partners, lack of condom usage, cigarette
smoking, and douching.8,9 Candidiasis is a fungal infection
that occurs with disturbances in vaginal flora, vaginal pH or
glycogen stores of the vaginal epithelial cells. Risk factors
include treatment with systemic antibiotics, presence of
menstrual blood or semen, hormone therapy (including oral
contraceptives), pregnancy, immunosuppression, and diabetes
mellitus.10 Sexual transmission is also possible.11
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CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical entity?
It is known that Neisseria (N) meningitidis can cause
localized genitourinary infections and occasionally
mild systemic illness.
What makes this presentation of disease reportable?
Although there have been cases of mild systemic
illness secondary to N. meningitidis reported, infection
leading to septic shock has never been described.
What is the major learning point?
Treatment of genitourinary infections secondary to N.
meningitidis requires aggressive therapy and prompt
follow up.
How might this improve emergency medicine practice?
Knowledge of this entity could prevent significant
morbidity and mortality as emergency physicians are
often tasked with following up on cultures.

Trichomoniasis is a sexually transmitted disease caused by
the protozoan Trichomonas vaginalis. Incidence increases with
age. It is more prevalent in lower socioeconomic classes, those
with increased number of lifetime sexual partners, and earlier age
of onset of sexual activity.12 Up to 75-80% of infections can be
asymptomatic, aiding its transmission.13 Treatment is imperative
as trichomoniasis is associated with multiple pregnancy
complications, pelvic inflammatory disease, and increased
transmission of other sexually transmitted diseases such as human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV).
Treatment of infectious vaginitis varies by clinical scenario.
Bacterial vaginitis can be treated with oral metronidazole,
clindamycin, or tinidazole. Topical regimens include
metronidazole or clindamycin. It is recommended that all
symptomatic pregnant patients be treated with oral metronidazole
or clindamycin. Candida vaginitis can be treated by all of the
azole class of antifungals, including single-dose fluconazole.
Treatment for trichomoniasis consists of oral metronidazole or
tinidazole with a single-dose regimen recommended for most
patients including pregnant patients. Those with HIV or failed
initial treatment will require a longer course.14
Meningitis secondary to N. meningitidis is usually seen
in young, previously healthy individuals who live in crowded
environments.5 N. meningitidis is usually isolated in the
nasopharynx of these individuals before becoming aerosolized
and infecting close contacts.6 There have been case reports of
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N. meningitidis causing self-limited vaginitis, bacteremia, and
arthritis after isolation from the genitourinary region. Our case
demonstrates another case of symptomatic vaginitis from this
organism; however, significant subsequent meningitis and septic
shock ensued.
Despite a few case reports of N. meningitides isolation from
the urogenital region of women previously, no current treatment
recommendations exist.2 Although some of these reports showed
spontaneous clearance, others describe empiric treatment with
penicillin and amoxicillin yielding clearance of symptoms and
subsequent negative cultures.4,15 However, resistance patterns
have since changed; in the U.S. standard therapy against N.
meningitidis generally consists of third-generation cephalosporins
(e.g., cefotaxime, ceftriaxone). Resistance does not seem to have
developed.16 Therefore, it seems reasonable to initiate therapy
with these agents as well as obtain infectious disease consultation
to help discern duration of treatment and ensure proper follow-up.
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[Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):156-157.]

CASE PRESENTATION
A two-year-old male presented to the pediatric emergency
department for possible foreign body ingestion. Two hours
prior to arrival, the child was found with the packaging for
10 button batteries, but his mother was only able to find one
battery. The patient had no symptoms. Physical exam was
within normal limits. Radiographs (Image 1) showed six
foreign bodies within the stomach and one distally.
DISCUSSION
Button battery ingestions are increasing in both
frequency as well as in major or fatal outcomes.1 A low
threshold for imaging is important as 54% of fatalities
are from misdiagnosis due to non-specific presentations.1
Possible complications include perforations, fistula,
strictures, hemorrhage, and death.2 The National Capital
Poison Center Button Battery Ingestion Triage and
Treatment Guideline (National Button Battery Guideline)
specifically addresses patient age, battery size and location,
and symptoms; however; it does not specifically address
ingestion of multiple button batteries.3
The National Button Battery Guideline was recently
changed to include the immediate administration of oral
honey. This update was based on a recent study showing
both in vitro and in vivo protective effects of honey in button
battery ingestion.4 Imaging is not required if a specific set of
criteria are met; otherwise, radiographs should be obtained
of the entire length of the gastrointestinal tract to locate the
battery.3 The main considerations are whether the battery is in
the esophagus, if a magnet was co-ingested, or if the patient is
having any symptoms.3 In these cases, endoscopic removal is
preferred; however, surgical removal may be necessary if the
battery is beyond reach.3 Important consideration should also
be given to delayed injuries after battery removal.3
This patient was admitted for observation, serial abdominal
exams, and polyethylene glycol whole-bowel irrigation.
Radiograph the next morning showed progression of the
batteries (Image 2). Whole-bowel irrigation continued and
Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

Image 1. Supine radiograph showing multiple button batteries
(arrows) approximately four hours after ingestion.

eventually nine button batteries were passed rectally. Follow-up
radiographs did not show any retained batteries.

Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
The National Button Battery Guideline does
not offer specific recommendations for multiple
battery ingestions, an entity which is not well
discussed in the existing literature.
What is the major impact of the image(s)?
Through providing initial and subsequent
radiographs, this case aims to increase awareness
of button battery ingestions, which is increasing in
both frequency and major outcomes.
How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
This case offers a successful example of diagnosis
and management of a multiple button battery
ingestion through admission for whole-bowel
irrigation with polyethylene glycol.

Image 2. Supine radiograph showing progression of multiple
button batteries (arrows) after 14 hours of whole-bowel irrigation.
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[Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):158-159.]

CASE PRESENTATION
A previously healthy 26-year-old male presented with
three days of right upper quadrant (RUQ) pain, worsened
with food. Physical exam demonstrated a focal RUQ
peritonitis, or positive Murphy’s sign, with no rebound
or guarding. Vital signs were stable, and labs showed
no leukocytosis or metabolic derangements. Point-ofcare ultrasound (POCUS) demonstrated a stone in the
gallbladder neck, 4.6 millimeters anterior wall thickness,
but no pericholecystic fluid (Video). Surgery was consulted
and the patient was offered outpatient follow-up for biliary
colic with adenomyomatosis. He returned to the emergency
department (ED) the following day with persistent pain and
underwent cholecystectomy for cholecystitis.
DISCUSSION
While gallstones are the most common cause
of cholecystitis, 80% of patients with gallstones are
asymptomatic and less than 3% develop acute cholecystitis.1
While the presence of RUQ pain, fever, and leukocytosis are
the clinical criteria for cholecystitis, the diagnosis requires
imaging. A sonographic Murphy’s sign is the most sensitive
sign of cholecystitis (86%-88%); however, pericholecystic
fluid and gallbladder wall thickening are nonspecific.2-3
Gallbladder wall thickening is associated with many
conditions including adenomyomatosis. Adenomyomatosis
is an idiopathic hyperproliferation of the gallbladder wall
and is found in 9% of people.4 Characteristically, bile- or
calcium-filled sinuses, or Rokitansky-Aschoff sinuses
(RAS), as well as “comet tail” artifacts are diagnostic.5
Adenomyomatosis has been associated with gallstones;
however, this association was not significant.5 It is not
associated with pericholecystic fluid. Although most
patients with adenomyomatosis are asymptomatic and
do not require intervention, caution should be taken to
differentiate it from acute cholecystitis. Contrast-enhanced
Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging should be used
if initial ultrasound is equivocal.5
Adenomyomatosis and cholecystitis are not mutually
exclusive and the patient’s clinical picture is paramount.
Absence of pericholecystic fluid, leukocytosis, and fever
in the presence of RAS, and the presence of a gallstone (as
in our patient) should not lower our threshold for emergent
cholecystectomy, as symptomatic RAS, even in the absence
of stone, is indication for surgery.6 Additionally, other
differential diagnoses should be considered in the context
of persistent RUQ pain and a thickened gallbladder wall.
For instance, rare mucous-producing gallbladder neoplasms
have been associated with cystic spaces resembling RAS.5
In summary, ED providers should maintain a low
threshold for emergent cholecystectomy for patients with
a positive Murphy’s sign with ultrasonographic evidence
of stone. In this way, POCUS can help minimize both
unnecessary cholecystectomy and delays in patient care.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The authors would like to acknowledge the University
of California (UC) Irvine Health Department of Emergency
Medicine and UC Irvine School of Medicine.

Video. Right upper quadrant ultrasound demonstrating a stone
in gallbladder neck, and anterior gallbladder wall measuring
4.6 millimeters with no pericholecystic fluid. Findings are also
consistent with adenomyomatosis as evidenced by the RokitanskyAschoff sinuses in wall and “comet tail” artifacts (red arrows).5

Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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What do we already know about this clinical entity?
Adenomyomatosis is an idiopathic hyperproliferation
of the gallbladder wall. The presence of bile or
calcium filled sinuses called Rokitansky-Aschoff
sinuses are diagnostic.
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Paraneoplastic syndromes may be the only presenting manifestation of an otherwise occult
malignancy. This case report highlights a patient presenting to the emergency department with an
atypical, multi-system disease, ultimately leading to a diagnosis of mucocutaneous paraneoplastic
syndrome secondary to classical Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Emergency physicians should maintain
a high clinical suspicion for paraneoplastic syndromes when patients present with multi-system
manifestations. [Clin Pract Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):160-161.]

CASE PRESENTATION
A 39-year-old Hispanic male with no past medical
history presented to the emergency department (ED) with
a chief complaint of “allergic reaction.” Pertinent review
of systems included several weeks of left facial and neck
swelling, pharyngitis, non-productive cough, and rhinorrhea.
He was evaluated multiple times in the urgent care setting and
treated with several different antibiotic regimens for bacterial
pharyngitis. He later developed bilateral conjunctivitis, oral
ulcers, and a solitary penile lesion. Outpatient medications were
broadened to include antivirals, antifungals, and steroids. Due
to persistence of symptoms, along with the development of
hematuria and rectal pain, the patient sought evaluation in the ED.
Physical examination revealed bilateral, non-purulent
conjunctival injection, multiple non-painful ulcerative oral
lesions (Image 1), tender left cervical lymphadenopathy with
edema, and a single non-ulcerative penile lesion with purulent
discharge at the glans (Image 2). Vitals were within normal
limits. Laboratory studies revealed a slight leukocytosis,
but the remainder of labs, including inflammatory markers,
were unremarkable. Computed tomography of the neck
demonstrated left-sided cervical adenopathy suspicious for
neoplasm (Image 3).
DISCUSSION
The multisystem involvement of the patient’s clinical
presentation yielded a broad differential diagnosis including
allergic, autoimmune, infectious, or neoplastic etiology.
Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

Image 1. Multiple ulcerative oral lesions.

Inpatient workup including lymph node, fine-needle
aspirate and a biopsy of the lip established the diagnosis
of a mucocutaneous paraneoplastic syndrome secondary to
classical Hodgkin’s lymphoma with mixed cellularity and
Epstein-Barr virus positivity.
It is estimated that 8% of cancer patients are affected
by paraneoplastic syndromes.1 These syndromes often
present with multisystem manifestations secondary to
humoral substances produced by the tumor. In some cases,
the paraneoplastic syndrome may be the only physical
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What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Paraneoplastic syndromes may be the only
presenting manifestation of an otherwise
occult malignancy.
What is the major impact of the image(s)?
Multisystem abnormalities should raise
suspicion for paraneoplastic syndrome.
How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
Emergency physicians should maintain a
high clinical suspicion for paraneoplastic
syndromes when patients present with
atypical, multi-system manifestations, and this
should warrant further diagnostic studies.

Image 2. Purulent penile discharge.
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Image 3. Computed tomography, axial image, demonstrating left
level 2-5b neck adenopathy.

manifestation of an otherwise occult malignancy.2 Emergency
physicians should maintain a high clinical suspicion for
paraneoplastic syndromes when patients present with
atypical multi-system endocrine, infectious, dermatologic,
or rheumatologic disease. Timely detection, diagnosis and
treatment of an otherwise occult malignancy, can significantly
improve survival.2
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CASE PRESENTATION
A 19-year-old primigravida female presented with three
weeks of intermittent suprapubic and left lower quadrant (LLQ)
abdominal pain, worsening in the prior 24 hours, associated
with nausea and vomiting at the time of presentation. Her last
normal menstrual period was approximately 17 weeks prior to
presentation, but she reported some vaginal spotting nine weeks
ago. Abdominal exam revealed diffuse tenderness to palpation,
worse in the LLQ, without peritoneal signs. A point-of-care
ultrasound (POCUS) showed an intrauterine pregnancy (IUP).
However, the patient’s persistent unilateral pain was concerning.
Therefore, a formal pelvic ultrasound was performed, which
revealed an IUP at seven weeks gestation, including an anechoic
region with free fluid in the pelvis (Image 1), and a left adnexal

Image 1. Viable intrauterine pregnancy (arrow) with free fluid in the
pelvis (star).
BL, bladder.
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complex mass suspicious for extrauterine pregnancy (Image 2).
She subsequently underwent a laparoscopic left salpingectomy
for a ruptured ectopic pregnancy. The IUP was unaffected.
DISCUSSION
While heterotopic pregnancy (HP) is rare, its frequency
has increased with the advent of fertility treatment and
reproductive technologies.1 Other risk factors include history
of ectopic pregnancy, pelvic inflammatory disease, and prior
tubal surgery.2 Our patient had no risk factors. While ectopic
pregnancy is a leading case of maternal death, HP has a good
prognosis if diagnosed early.3 After treatment of an extrauterine
pregnancy, more than half proceed with an otherwiseuneventful IUP to term.2 However, its diagnosis is challenging,

Image 2. Transabdominal ultrasonography revealing a gestational
sac in the uterus (arrow) and a complex mass with central
hypoechogenicity in the left adnexa (arrowhead), suggestive of an
extrauterine pregnancy.
UT, uterus; ADN, adnexa; BL, bladder.
Star = free fluid.
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and many of these patients initially present to the emergency
department with abdominal pain, vaginal bleeding, or both.
With the emergence of POCUS, emergency physicians are
trained to identify IUPs.4 A study concluded that emergency
physicians were able to successfully use ultrasound to rule
out ectopic pregnancy by locating an established IUP with
embryonic structures.5 Thus, the presence of an IUP can mask a
concomitant extrauterine pregnancy, delaying its diagnosis and
potentially resulting in life-threatening hemorrhage. This case
illustrates the need for emergency physicians to maintain a high
index of suspicion for HP even in patients without risk factors,
and the need to evaluate the entire pelvis despite an IUP.

CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Heterotopic pregnancy is rare, and most
cases are seen in patients undergoing
infertility treatment. Additional risk factors
are similar to those of an ectopic pregnancy.
What is the major impact of the image(s)?
Heterotopic pregnancy can be seen in
those without obvious risk factors. A viable
intrauterine pregnancy (IUP) does not
completely rule out a concurrent ectopic
pregnancy.

Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
Most EM physicians rule out an ectopic
pregnancy if an IUP is seen on bedside
ultrasound. This is a reminder to maintain
a high index of suspicion for a heterotopic
pregnancy despite a viable IUP.
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CASE PRESENTATION
A 74-year-old female with a history of diabetes mellitus,
hypertension, atrial fibrillation (on warfarin, diltiazem and
metoprolol) presented with chest and back pain. A 12-lead
electrocardiogram (ECG) was ordered at triage demonstrating
possible aberrant pacemaker activity (Image 1).

CPC-EM Capsule

DIAGNOSIS
Upon evaluation, the treatment team determined that
the patient had no history of pacemaker placement. Physical
examination revealed that the patient had an over-the-counter
transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) unit adhered
to her back to treat her back pain. Once the TENS device was
removed, a repeat ECG demonstrated rate-controlled atrial
fibrillation without any other electrical discharges (Image 2).
TENS units are external electrostimulators that produce
electrical current with variable frequency, amplitude and duration,
delivered through skin electrodes.1 TENS units are sometimes
used in the treatment of post-operative and chronic pain, and are
theorized to work by altering electrical signals involved with
the perception of pain.2 Until recently, TENS units were only
available through pain clinics or specialty providers. These units
are now widely available over the counter, with an increasing
likelihood of use by patients visiting the emergency department
(ED). Although case reports from over 20 years ago report
electrical spikes on ECG caused by earlier TENS units, this
phenomenon has not been reported in the ED or in the emergency
medicine literature and these electrical artifacts have not been
described in newer, commercially available over-the-counter
units in use today.3
Artifactual ECG changes inconsistent with a patient’s
presentation, particularly in patients with back pain, should
prompt consideration by the emergency physician of the presence
of a TENS unit causing artifacts.

Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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What do we already know about this clinical entity?
Electrocardiogram (ECG) artifacts are well described
phenomena attributable to various sources. While
traditional Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation
(TENS) units have been known to cause ECG changes,
ECG abnormalities due to over the counter TENS units
in the emergency department (ED) setting have not been
previously reported.
What is the major impact of the image(s)?
TENS devices are a known pain treatment modality that
are now increasingly available over the counter. These
devices may induce artifactual changes on ECGs
How might this improve emergency medicine practice?
Careful and thorough history and physical exam in
the emergency department may prompt the emergency
physician to the presence of a TENS device as the cause
of electrocardiographic artifact.
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Image 1. 12-lead electrocardiogram demonstrates an irregular rhythm without p-wave morphologies and heart rate of 75, suggestive of ratecontrolled atrial fibrillation. In addition, atypical, high-frequency electrical discharges (arrows) are seen irrespective of ventricular depolarization
suggestive of aberrant pacemaker activity.

Image 2. Repeat 12-lead electrocardiogram after removal of transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation device demonstrates atrial
fibrillation with slow ventricular response and resolution of electrical discharges.
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CASE PRESENTATION
A 73-year-old man with rheumatoid arthritis on prednisone
(10 milligrams [mg] daily routinely, and increased to 40 mg
daily during frequent exacerbations) presented to the emergency
department with chills and a leg rash. Two weeks prior, he
noticed redness on his right thigh, with black spots developing
later. His vital signs were normal, and his physical examination
was significant for a 6 x 10 centimeter (cm) red, warm patch with
0.5 cm indurated black papules and ulcers (Image). His lab workup was unremarkable. Periodic acid–Schiff–diastase and Gram
stains of a punch biopsy sample of one papule demonstrated
variably sized yeast and hyphal fungal elements. Purpureocillium
lilacinum grew, thus clinching the diagnosis.
DISCUSSION
Although often dismissed as a contaminant, P. lilacinum
is an emerging fungal agent implicated in cutaneous and

pulmonary diseases in immunocompetent and, more often,
immunocompromised hosts. The fungus commonly grows on
decaying organic material in soil.1 We are aware of very few
cases of cutaneous infection by this fungus reported in the
literature and, to our knowledge, these are the only images with
black papules. According to Saghrouni et al., successful cure
has been achieved with griseofulvin, itraconazole, ketoconazole,
and voriconazole in other cases.2,3 Voriconazole was initiated
for this patient; however, he was lost to follow-up. This vignette
demonstrates the importance of recognizing uncommon fungal
infections, especially in immunocompromised patients.

Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.

Image. Purpureocillium lilacinum in an immunocompromised host. A) The erythematous, warm base (black arrow) is on the medial
surface of the patient’s thigh. B) A close-up view of the lesion demonstrates black papules (blue arrows) and ulcers (yellow arrows).
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What do we already know about this
clinical entity?
Purpureocillium lilacinum is a filamentous,
soil-dwelling fungus and an emergent
pathogen implicated in eye and skin
infections, nasal septal perforations, and
lung cavitation.
What is the major impact of the image(s)?
This is the first report of cutaneous P.
lilacinum presenting as black papular
lesions on an erythematous base.
Previously, it was isolated from abscesses
and tattoo-related red papules.
How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
This image will aid emergency providers
to recognize similar-appearing lesions
as potential cutaneous mycosis,
and subsequently guide appropriate
management and/or referral.
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CASE PRESENTATION
A 29-year-old man with no significant medical history
presented to the emergency department with severe pain,
swelling, and inability to move his right knee. He was injured
when he extended his right knee to hit a tennis ball after
running to the net. On examination, high-riding patellae
were found on both the injured and non-injured sides. A lateral
view radiograph showed patella alta in both knees (Image 1).

Image 1. High-riding patella (patella alta) (arrows): (upper) right
knee and (lower) left knee. The Insall-Salvati ratio (length from the
tibial tubercle to the inferior patellar pole divided by the length of the
patella), as seen on the lateral view radiograph, is 1.86 in the right
knee and 1.60 in the left knee. (Ratio >1.2 is defined as patella alta.)

Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed to examine
the right knee extensor apparatus (Image 2).
DISCUSSION
Patellar tendon rupture is an uncommon clinical
presentation that generally affects patients younger than 40
years who actively engage in sporting activities.1 Patellar
tendon rupture from indirect injury in an athlete represents
the end stage of jumper’s knee and results from repetitive
microtrauma.2 It occurs most frequently in patients with
predisposing factors such as rheumatoid arthritis, chronic renal
failure, systemic lupus erythematosus, hyperparathyroidism,
hereditary disorders of the connective tissue (e.g., Ehlers-

Image 2. Magnetic resonance sagittal T2-weighted image shows
proximal patellar tendon rupture (enthesis of the patella) (arrow).
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Danlos syndrome), or long-term medication such as
corticosteroids or fluoroquinolones.1,3,4 Because MRI is not
always immediately available, the emergency physician should
confirm the disrupted extensor mechanism such as loss of active
extension of the leg in addition to swelling in the anterior aspect
of the knee and hemarthrosis. Patellar tendon rupture occurring
in a patient with patella alta is quite rare.2 In this case, diagnosis
based on radiographs was difficult because the non-injured
side also showed patella alta. Patella alta may contribute to or
initiate chondromalacia.2 After surgery, the patient returned to
his baseline level of activity with no complaints.
Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.

CPC-EM Capsule
What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Patellar tendon rupture is an uncommon clinical
presentation. Patellar tendon rupture occurring
in a patient with patella alta is quite rare.
What is the major impact of the image(s)?
Diagnosis based on radiographs is difficult
because the non-injured side also showed patella
alta in this case.
How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
Emergency doctors should suspect patella
tendon rupture from the clinical findings.
Considering our case such as non-injured side
also showing patella alta, magnetic resonance
imaging is essential for diagnosis.
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CASE PRESENTATION
A 39-year-old male with no past history presented with
three months of left inguinal pain and a left groin lump that
became progressively larger and more painful. He was seen
at another hospital over one month prior where they were
unable to manually reduce the lump. He could not recall the
computed tomography (CT) findings, and no surgery was
performed. Since then, he has experienced persistent left
inguinal pain and nausea. He denied fever, vomiting, dysuria,
hematuria, penile discharge, testicular pain, or history of
sexually transmitted diseases.
Physical exam revealed a firm, tender, and non-reducible
mass in the left inguinal canal and along the spermatic cord.
Remainder of examination was normal. Complete blood count,
basic metabolic panel, lactate, urinalysis and urine culture
were normal. CT of the abdomen and pelvis was suggestive of
pampiniform plexus thrombosis (Image 1). Formal ultrasound
images revealed diminished Doppler vascular flow (Image 2)
within the left testicle and prominent, heterogeneous vascular
structures seen in the left inguinal canal (Image 3) that correlated
with the CT, indicating pampiniform plexus thrombosis as well.

Image 1. Coronal contrast-enhanced computed tomography of
the abdomen and pelvis showing fullness in the left inguinal canal
with surrounding fat stranding (arrow).

DISCUSSION
Pampiniform plexus thrombosis is a rare cause of inguinal
pain, which is often misdiagnosed as hernia or orchitis.
Accurate diagnosis can prevent unnecessary treatment
including surgical intervention. There are limited references in
the literature to this condition, and there are no evidence-based
approaches to management. The majority of reported cases
involved the left venous plexus, and most were diagnosed
intra-operatively for pre-operative diagnoses of incarcerated
inguinal hernia or orchitis.1 A work-up for hypercoagulability
is recommended.2 Management has ranged from conservative
treatment with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs to
surgical excision of the thrombosed vessels.3

Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

Image 2. Formal ultrasound of both testes with demonstration of
decreased Doppler vascular flow on left testicle compared to right.

Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review
Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this
case report.
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What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Pampinifom plexus thrombosis is a rare cause of
inguinal pain. There is little consensus about the
appropriate treatment at this time.
What is the major impact of the image(s)?
This disease process is often mistaken for
incarcerated inguinal hernia. Multiple cases were
not accurately diagnosed until the patient was on
the operating table.

Image 3. Transverse view of formal ultrasound of the left inguinal
canal displaying prominent heterogeneous structures (arrow).

How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
This case reminds physicians of rare clinical
entities and may help avoid unnecessary surgery.
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CASE PRESENTATION
A 61-year-old male with history of alcohol abuse and
presumed cirrhosis presented to the emergency department
with generalized weakness and right facial droop. He was
found to be profoundly hypotensive and hypothermic with
subsequent rapid decompensation requiring intubation and
continuous norepinephrine infusion. Given the presence of
ascites, we performed a diagnostic paracentesis that showed
9,787 nucleated cells per microliter with abundant intra- and
extra-cellular bacteria. Intravenous vancomycin and
piperacillin-tazobactam was started, but he was too
hemodynamically unstable to travel to computed tomography
to evaluate for perforation. A point-of-care ultrasound revealed
air bubbles and debris actively bubbling (“aquarium sign”)
through ascites and intraperitoneal A-lines indicative of
pneumoperitoneum (Video). Portable abdominal radiograph
was suspicious for free air, and eventually the patient was
taken to the operating room where surgeons found a ruptured
gastric ulcer and distal ileum and cecum ischemia without
frank necrosis.
DISCUSSION
Any patient admitted to the hospital with ascites
secondary to cirrhosis should undergo diagnostic paracentesis
to rule out spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (SBP).1 But
distinguishing SBP from secondary causes such as viscus
perforation can be difficult, as the classic symptoms of
peritonitis do not often occur in patients with ascites because
of the separation between visceral and parietal peritoneum.2
Differentiating these etiologies is critical due to high mortality
of secondary bacterial peritonitis without surgical intervention,
and high mortality of SBP if patients undergo unnecessary
exploratory laparatomy.2,3 Many ultrasound techniques to
detect pneumoperitoneum have been described, including
assessment of the perihepatic space, movable gas, and
peritoneal line enhancement, but assessment of these can be
challenging to inexperienced sonographers.4
Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

While movable gas is more easily visualized in patients with
ascites, free fluid also provides a unique opportunity to visualize
active air seepage from perforated bowel, as seen in our case. To
our knowledge, this has not been previously described.

Video. Ascites is visualized using a curvilinear transducer with
the probe marker oriented toward the patient’s head. The image
is obscured by what appears to be an “A’” profile reverberation
artifact, which is displaced superiorly as pressure is applied to
the probe, suggesting movable air within the peritoneal cavity.
Next, a phased array transducer is used with the probe marker
oriented toward the patient’s head. Hyperechoic air bubbles are
visualized rising to the top of the ascites.
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What is the major impact of the image(s)?
Visualizing air rising to the top of ascites on ultrasound is
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How might this improve emergency medicine practice?
Detection of free air on ultrasound as part of the
assessment of critically ill cirrhotic patients can expedite
surgical consultation.
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A four-year-old girl presented to the emergency department vomiting after a foreign body ingestion.
An anteroposterior plain radiograph demonstrated a disc-shaped foreign body. Ordinarily, a plain
radiograph cannot conclusively identify an object as a coin rather than a button battery that requires
emergent removal. However, this high-voltage radiograph, windowed to increase contrast, showed
the visible face of George Washington to confirm the diagnosis of an ingested quarter. [Clin Pract
Cases Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):174-175.]

CASE PRESENTATION
A four-year-old girl presented to the emergency
department with several episodes of vomiting; on
questioning, she stated that she had swallowed something
at daycare. Her parents were unsure whether she had access
to button batteries. She had no respiratory distress on
physical exam. The hospital obtained a single plain
radiograph, an anteroposterior (AP) view of the chest
(Image 1), and referred her to our tertiary center. The
patient had no lateral film, but on high-contrast windowing
of the film, which had been taken at a peak kilovoltage
(kVp) of 100, the visible face of George Washington
identified the object as a quarter (Images 2 and 3). The
quarter was removed endoscopically without complication.
CASE DISCUSSION
In a disc-shaped foreign body ingestion, identifying the
foreign body is critical but can be challenging. Esophageal
button batteries must be removed emergently, given the
high risk of injury, while an esophageal coin can be
removed urgently unless the patient cannot manage her
secretions.1 On radiographs, a double halo on the AP view
or a step-off seen on a lateral view suggests that a round
object is likely to be a button battery.1 Although the
location cannot be definitively determined without a lateral
film, an object seen en face in the AP view is more likely to
be esophageal than tracheal.2,3 Additionally, our patient’s
symptoms – vomiting and dysphagia without respiratory

Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

Image 1. Anteroposterior plain radiograph of the chest,
demonstrating disc-shaped foreign body. The en face view suggests
but does not prove likely esophageal location.

distress – suggested an esophageal location.
In our patient, the unusual visibility of George
Washington’s face was possible because the image was
acquired at 100 kVp, at the higher end of the dose range for
174
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What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
When a disc-shaped foreign body is seen on
a plain radiograph, differentiating between
coins and button batteries is critical but can
be challenging.
What is the major impact of the image(s)?
The attached radiograph, taken at a peak
kilovoltage (kVp) of 100, demonstrated the
visible face of George Washington, identifying
the object as a quarter.
Image 2. Plain radiograph of the chest, windowed to increase
contrast. The visible face of George Washington identifies this object
as a quarter rather than a button battery.

How might this improve emergency medicine
practice?
kVp doses at the high end of the range for a
patient’s age and weight and high-contrast
windowing, may help identify metallic
foreign bodies.
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Image 3. Photograph of a quarter, in a similar orientation to the
quarter in Image 2.
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Fat embolism (FE) is a classically taught complication of long bone fractures, with the potential to
cause high morbidity and mortality; however, it is rarely apparent on emergency department (ED)
presentation or imaging. If recognized by the ED clinician, development of symptoms of FE may be
avoided by early surgical fixation and potentially by corticosteroid administration. [Clin Pract Cases
Emerg Med. 2019;3(2):176-177.]

CASE PRESENTATION
The patient was an adult male involved in a high-speed
motor vehicle collision into a tree, with prolonged extrication
due to vehicle deformity. On initial trauma exam, he had
obvious left femur and left wrist deformities. A radiograph of
the left hip revealed a femur fracture (Image 1). Computed
tomography (CT) of the head, spine, chest, abdomen, and

pelvis were performed. Imaging identified a fat embolism (FE)
in the left common femoral vein (Images 2 and 3).

Image 1. Radiograph of the left hip demonstrating segmental,
displaced, and shortened left femur fracture (arrow).

Image 2. Computed tomography of the pelvis in axial view
showing fat fluid level within the left common femoral vein (arrow).

Clinical Practice and Cases in Emergency Medicine

DISCUSSION
CT images showed a fat fluid level within the left
common femoral vein as a direct complication of femur
fracture. FE is a rare syndrome in which fat globules migrate
into vasculature, most commonly from traumatized adipose
tissue or marrow-containing bone. FE can complicate a
wide variety of conditions, most commonly long bone or
pelvic fractures. Symptomatic fat emboli present with a triad of
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What do we already know about this clinical
entity?
Fat embolism (FE), a condition in which fat
globules migrate into vasculature, is a known
complication of long bone fractures that could
lead to the development of FE syndrome.
What is the major impact of the image(s)?
The asymptomatic finding of FE in transit
shown here is believed to be rare; however,
its identification could help avoid the
development of FE syndrome.
How might this improve emergency
medicine practice?
Early identification of FE may prompt
treatment and lessen the risk of morbidity
and mortality associated with FE syndrome.

Image 3. Computed tomography image of the chest, abdomen,
and pelvis in coronal view showing fat fluid level within the left
common femoral vein (arrow).

hypoxemia, neurologic abnormality, and petechial rash. Although
care is largely supportive, the patient should be carefully
monitored with pulse oximetry, frequent neurologic checks, and
re-examination to promptly identify and treat development of FE
syndrome. All symptoms are transient if not fatal.1,2
Early recognition of FE may prompt steps to avoid
development of the clinical syndrome, such as early surgical
fixation, which is preferred over traction, and corticosteroid
administration. Corticosteroids have shown some benefit,
especially in high-risk injuries with confirmed fat emboli;
however, their routine empiric administration is controversial.3-5
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